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Abstract
We review the development of virtual tests for high-temperature ceramic
matrix composites with textile reinforcement. Success hinges on understand-
ing the relationship between themicrostructure of continuous-ﬁber compos-
ites, including its stochastic variability, and the evolution of damage events
leading to failure. The virtual tests combine advanced experiments and the-
ories to address physical, mathematical, and engineering aspects of material
deﬁnition and failure prediction. Key new experiments include surface im-
age correlation methods and synchrotron-based, micrometer-resolution 3D
imaging, both executed at temperatures exceeding 1,500◦C. Computational
methods include new probabilistic algorithms for generating stochastic vir-
tual specimens, as well as a new augmented ﬁnite element method that deals
efﬁciently with arbitrary systems of crack initiation, bifurcation, and coa-
lescence in heterogeneous materials. Conceptual advances include the use
of topology to characterize stochastic microstructures. We discuss the chal-
lenge of predicting the probability of an extreme failure event in a compu-
tationally tractable manner while retaining the necessary physical detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Purpose, Nature, and Challenges of Virtual Tests
One role of a virtual test, as its name suggests, is to replace a real engineering test with a computer
simulation. Ideally, the simulation would predict engineering properties ab initio with sufﬁcient
ﬁdelity to make the real test unnecessary. More realistically, a virtual test calibrated with a few
real tests reduces, perhaps by an order of magnitude or more, the matrix of real tests needed to
ensure safe use of the material (1).
Of equal interest is the possibility that a virtual test can function as a tool for optimizingmaterial
design (2). Indeed, a virtual test can yield much richer information about the correlation between
the microstructure of a material and its performance than experiments can: In the virtual test,
we have full knowledge of the microstructure and its effect on the details of failure mechanisms,
whereas in the real test, such effects are often concealed in the interior of the specimen.
To achieve the required level of ﬁdelity, a virtual test must replicate the microstructure and the
evolution of discrete damage events in detail. In particular, to predict the variability of engineering
tests, which determines safety margins, the virtual test must account for stochastic variations in
the material’s microstructure, which are an important source of performance variability.
In a common paradigm based onMonte Carlo methods, the virtual test is built by the following
steps (e.g., References 1, 3–7).
1. The microstructure of the real material is measured and characterized in all the details that
are likely to inﬂuence predicted material behavior.
2. Themeasuredmicrostructural characteristics, as they are stochastic, are ﬁtted by distribution
functions.
3. An ensemble of virtual specimens is generated by the Monte Carlo method. Each specimen,
although distinct from any real specimen, nevertheless possesses a microstructure with the
same statistics as those measured on the real specimens.
4. The material properties associated with the virtual specimen, including, for example, the
fracture laws that govern crack initiation and propagation, are calibrated by real tests.
5. Damage evolution is simulated for each virtual specimen in the ensemble, taking explicit
account of the inﬂuence of the particular local microstructure present in any region of the
specimen on the damage events that are occurring in that region.
6. The virtual test is validated by comparing the statistics of failure predicted for the ensemble
of virtual specimens against those from tests on real specimens.
A number of challenges confront those constructing virtual tests. First, to study the effect
of microstructure on damage, the microstructure must be measured with resolution equal to
the dimensions of heterogeneities, e.g., 1–100 μm in the case of typical metal alloy grains or
1–10 μm in the case of continuous ﬁbers in a composite. One of the most dramatic advances
in the ﬁeld of virtual tests is that, over the past 5 years, nondestructive 3D measurements of
microstructure with a resolution approaching 1 μm have become feasible by using high-energy
radiation sources (8–16). Damage events and the local microstructure with which they interact are
being revealed nondestructively within the interiors of specimens, with a resolution better than
1 μm, a level of detail in information that is having a transformative effect on the viability of virtual
tests.
Second, realistic simulations of complex damage events require advanced andwell-chosen com-
putational methods. In the heterogeneity of an advanced composite, failure occurs by a complex
combination of interacting cracks and local damage events, which are governed by nonlinearmate-
rial behavior. Key advances in theory have enabled a realistic depiction of the nonlinear mechanics
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of crack initiation, growth, bifurcation, and coalescence; critically, the location and path of each
crack are determined by local stress conditions during a simulation, rather than being prescribed
in advance (17–26). Fidelity in simulations was impossible before such generality was achieved.
Third, the value of virtual tests depends strongly on the speed at which they can be executed. In
the Monte Carlo approach outlined in steps 1–6 above, the inﬂuence of random microstructure is
computed by analyzing the statistics of a large number of simulations, each of which tracks damage
evolution in real space in a randomly generated sample. To establish safety margins in cases in
which high degrees of safety are required, e.g., in the case of vehicles for human transportation,
the virtual test must predict the probability of rare events. If the probability of an extreme case is
10−6, for example, then predicting failure by Monte Carlo methods requires >107 simulations to
assure that the extreme case is sampled a statistically signiﬁcant number of times. In applications
to material optimization, a search over different combinations of material selection and ﬁber
architecture, for example, leads to the need for solving similarly large computational ensembles. If
each case in the Monte Carlo ensemble requires 1 h of computation time, progress is not feasible;
a good near-term target for computational times is 1 s.
Fourth, failuremechanisms in all engineeringmaterials involve a complex hierarchy ofmaterial
features and damage events at different spatial scales (27–30). The term microstructure as it is
used in this article covers phenomena at scales of ∼0.1–1 mm (e.g., a ﬁber ply or ﬁber tow),
∼1–10 μm (e.g., a single ﬁber), or ∼1–1,000 nm (e.g., a ﬁber/matrix interface or ﬁber coating).
Pragmatic choices are necessary: Not all levels of complexity can be supported in a virtual test,
especially if the virtual test must treat large ensembles of virtual specimens. Thus, step 1 of the
paradigmpresented above requires identiﬁcation of the details thatwill be inﬂuential for predicting
a particular property (1, 6); just which details are inﬂuential andwhich can be omitted in the interest
of achieving a tractable model will be the subject of research for a long time to come.
1.2. The Nature and Representation of Defects
Every defect in a material is a deviation in the geometrical arrangement of its constituents at
some scale. For example, at the scale of ﬁber bundles or plies in a composite, defects include local
regions of ﬁber waviness or misalignment; at the scale of the ﬁber bundle, defects include
variance in the packing arrangement of ﬁbers; and at the scale of the single ﬁber, defects include
unusually large grains within the ﬁber (Figure 1). Defects in a composite include variance in
the geometrical disposition of the matrix phase, e.g., voids, or in the conﬁguration of different
phases in a hybrid matrix. And defects also include the possibility of preexisting cracks at all scales
(e.g., matrix cracks at the tow or ply scale or nanoscale cracks within ﬁbers), which can again be
considered as geometrical variances, in this case discontinuities in the material disposition. Key
to progress in establishing virtual tests is the ability to measure all such defects (31–35), which
trigger failure mechanisms and compromise strength and life (e.g., References 36–43).
The general approach to stochastic virtual tests reviewed in this article consists of determining
defects as geometrical variances in the material and then predicting their effect on properties (i.e.,
their strength as defects) by high-ﬁdelity simulations of failure. For pragmatic reasons, thismethod
is embedded in a top-down strategy (45): The defects are sought ﬁrst at the largest scale (at which
geometrical variance is easiest to measure) and then at progressively ﬁner scales. In due course,
with perfect experiments, the strategy could in principle be pursued down through all scales to
the atomic scale. However, in reality, at any time in the history of developing virtual tests, the
geometry cannot be measured exhaustively at scales beneath some threshold. Yet evidence implies
indisputably that defects at ﬁner scales do exist, even if they are as yet invisible, and that they
govern some aspects of failure.
www.annualreviews.org • Stochastic Virtual Tests 17.3
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20 µm
250 nm
Fiber body 
Scale Crack 
a
b
c
1 mm
Figure 1
Examples of defects consisting of variations in geometry. (a) Irregularity in the alignment and shapes of ﬁber tows. The white dashed
lines outline three weft tows that are nominally parallel. (b) Irregularity in the size and positioning of ﬁbers within a ply or bundle,
which has led to uneven matrix inﬁltration and residual porosity. (c) Cracks (on the nanometer to micrometer scale) in an oxide scale
that formed on a SiC ﬁber during high-temperature oxidation. Image in panel c courtesy of Dr. Randy Hay; see also Reference 44 for a
similar image.
Thus, the stochastic virtual test combines explicit representations of defects that can be
seen and measured with implicit representations of defects whose presence is known but that
are too ﬁne to characterize with current experiments. The latter class of defects is treated in
the traditional manner: They are represented by knockdowns in material strength, measured
by appropriate tests of the composite or of its constituent phases. In the present status of
development, a prime example of implicit representation of defects is the use of distributions of
ﬁber strength. Because the process of experimental measurement of defect-moderated strength
distributions and the introduction of the strength distributions into simulations is well known
(46, 47), this topic is treated only brieﬂy. Instead, this article focuses on predicting how defects
whose geometry can currently be determined experimentally affect composite properties, given
mathematical representations of the defect geometry.
1.3. Virtual Tests for High-Temperature Continuous-Fiber Composites
Virtual tests are of special value for high-temperature materials, e.g., the current generation of
integral textile ceramic matrix composites (48–50), with potential use temperatures ranging up
to 1,500◦C (51–53). Strong continuous-ﬁber bundles (scale of 0.1–1 mm) are woven in custom-
designed 3D patterns, with individual bundles (a) oriented to follow the primary load paths in a
component to maximize its strength and (b) interlocked with one another to prevent catastrophic
separation when damaged. Larger interstices between the ﬁber bundles may be partially ﬁlled
with randomly oriented, ﬁne reinforcing rods (scale of 1–10 μm), inhibiting local cracking under
thermal shock. Coatings applied to individual ﬁbers (scale of 0.1–1 μm) inhibit chemical reactions
and ensure that the interfaces between the ﬁbers and the matrix remain weak, allowing ductile
response through matrix cracking and frictional pullout of crack-bridging ﬁbers. The remaining
space between coated ﬁbers, ﬁber bundles, and reinforcing rods is ﬁlled with a ceramic matrix
material, which may be a hybrid containing, for example, graphitic sheets that inhibit oxygen
ingress (scale of 1–100 nm) (54). Thus, like many natural materials, these new ceramic composites
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achieve robustness through complexity: Their hierarchical, hybrid microstructure impedes the
growth of local damage and prevents the large fatal cracks that are characteristic of brittlematerials.
Whereas mechanisms of failure in composites that act at room temperature can be readily
determined either by modern 3D imaging or by destructive sectioning following interruption of
tests, mechanisms acting at high temperatures are much more difﬁcult to probe. Even surface
observations tend to be obscured by radiation if observed in situ, whereas observations at room
temperature following test interruption are inﬂuenced to an unknown degree by the thermo-
mechanical effects of cooling from the test temperature. The virtual test offers the possibility of
probing details of damage mechanisms for different temperature and loading histories by using
simulations coupled to relatively simple surface observations on real specimens. Nevertheless,
advancing test methods applicable to high temperatures remains critical: The proven ﬁdelity of a
virtual test can never exceed the ability to identify the mechanisms that must be modeled by direct
experimentation.
In the case of virtual tests for continuous-ﬁber composites, including composites reinforced
by laminated ﬁber plies and textile preforms, the high resolution now available in micrometer-
resolutionX-ray computed tomography (μCT) imaging systems is yielding details of the stochastic
variability of plies and ﬁber tows and of even the spatial distribution of individual ﬁbers. Inves-
tigators have measured characteristics of textile geometry and tow deformation (8, 13, 55), as
well as porosity (56) and its changes during processing steps (56, 57). The same technique is now
yielding 3D images of damage captured in situ under load at very high temperatures, which is key
to informing simulations of damage evolution (58).
These and other studies have also addressed achieving feature deﬁnition in ceramic composites
(10), which is often made difﬁcult by low X-ray absorption contrast between the constituent
materials. In recent work, ﬁber tows were made to stand out by imaging composites with partially
formed matrices (9).
The importance of geometrical defects in ﬁbrous composites is already well understood from
decades of research on polymer and ceramic composites: Variability in ﬁber positioning is a princi-
pal source of scatter in composite performance. In polymer composites, for example, both strength
in monotonic compression and fatigue life in compression-compression fatigue are inﬂuenced by
local misalignments in ﬁber bundles, which lead to kink band instabilities (36, 59–62). Kink bands
have not been observed in ceramic composites, but tow straightening occurs under tension, im-
plying local damage within tows that is driven by local shear stresses and that correlates with the
degree of tow misalignment. In both polymer and brittle matrix composites, fracture of a ﬁber
ply or tow loaded in tension perpendicular to the ﬁber direction tends to initiate at and propagate
through locations where the ﬁber spacing is unusually small (63). The importance of avoiding
ﬁber misalignments and wrinkles and other ﬁber deployment defects has become well recognized
by those involved in modeling and controlling the textile-forming process (64).
In this article, we review the development of a virtual-test system for high-temperature, textile-
based ceramic matrix composites, along with the advances in theory and experiment that make
such a goal reachable. We describe the stochastic character of ﬁber reinforcement, new experi-
mental methods by which information-rich data can be acquired at high temperatures, efﬁcient
computational methods for simulating the development of complex, discrete crack systems, and
issues related to predicting extreme behavior.
1.4. Complex Issues Require Coordinated Research Structures
By necessity, developing a virtual-test system requires the cooperation of researchers from dif-
ferent disciplines and institutions. Organizing that cooperation to assure the achievement of an
www.annualreviews.org • Stochastic Virtual Tests 17.5
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Image the material and analyze
statistics of the microstructure
Make virtual specimens that
match real specimens
Define computational mesh
and nonlinear methods
Add constitutive laws
Predict distributions of life,
strength, etc.
Refine until
validated 
 
Figure 2
A pipeline approach to assembling a cross-disciplinary virtual-test system.
overarching goal and the production of a virtual-test system that can be sustained and built upon in
the future is a major challenge. An idea pursued in one project was to seek effective cooperation of
different researchers by organizing research along a pipeline model, identifying the contributions
from disciplines as sequential steps in an overall process (Figure 2). The sections of this article in
fact follow the logic path of Figure 2, but with some deviations, because experimental and theo-
retical activities that are emphasized in single elements of the pipeline also tend to have at least a
minor role in other elements; the structure of the problem is not entirely sequential. Section 2 de-
scribes the characterization of stochastic textile microstructures. Section 3 considers the problem
of using such data to construct virtual specimens. Section 4 relates new experiments that probe the
details of failure at high temperature and thereby guide the formulation of computational meth-
ods for analyzing the virtual specimens. Section 5 treats the challenge of calibrating constitutive
laws for the constituent materials in virtual specimens, thus completing their deﬁnition. Section 6
describes new computational techniques for solving systems of interacting microcracks and thus
executing tests of virtual specimens. Section 7 summarizes the challenge of validating the ﬁdelity
of a virtual test. Section 8 discusses the use of virtual tests of stochastic virtual specimens for pre-
dicting distributions of engineering properties. The virtual-test system is described primarily as
required to address events at the scale of a ﬁber tow (with a typical cross section of 0.1 × 1 mm2).
A ﬁnal section (Section 9) summarizes the distinct challenges of progressing down to the scale of
a single ﬁber (1–10 μm).
Throughout this article, we emphasize the necessity of extending engineering practice be-
yond the current paradigm of combining idealizations of composite structure, analysis by the
ﬁnite-element method (FEM), and conventional engineering tests. Such traditional approaches
(e.g., the textile composite analysis in References 65 and 66) achieve only a limited account of
the relationship between microstructure and material performance. More realistic virtual tests
demand new experiments that can reveal the coupling between (a) mechanisms of failure and
the microstructural features that govern them at relevant spatial scales and (b) new concepts and
17.6 Cox et al.
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analytical models for describing probabilistic aspects of the material and failure events. The most
important new experiments and theory tend to have been developed in other disciplines, with little
prior use in engineering.
2. THE STOCHASTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TEXTILE COMPOSITES
Variability in the spatial deployment of ﬁbers (geometrical defects in the textile) contributes
substantially to variance in the properties of their composites. In the virtual-test pipeline, the
stochastic characteristics of the ﬁber reinforcement are determined experimentally and summa-
rized in a standard, simple data set, which becomes the input for the next step, the process of
setting up virtual specimens that possess stochastic microstructure with the same statistics.
Determination of stochastic microstructural characteristics is a very active ﬁeld, although the
majority of this effort has been focused on polycrystalline materials, especially metal alloys (67–
69). Continuous-ﬁber composites present challenges fundamentally different from those posed
by alloys, both in the type of experiment that most successfully characterizes microstructural
variance and in the concepts used to deduce statistics from raw data that are germane to material
performance.
Although acquisition of 3D data on alloy microstructure has been based on serial sectioning
(70, 71), this method has limitations in application to ﬁber composites: If ﬁbers change positions
between successive cross sections, the correct association of a ﬁber on one cross section with the
sameﬁber on another cross sectionmaybedifﬁcult to establish, especially if ﬁbers are discontinuous
or broken. If ﬁbers happen to lie almost parallel to a cross section, the positions of their centers of
mass can be difﬁcult to determine even on a single cross section, and following individual ﬁbers
through successive cross sections is impossible.
Thus, the availability of μCT offers a revolution in data acquisition for ﬁbrous composites.
In a high-intensity synchrotron beamline, data can be acquired at submicrometer resolution with
such speed that scanning many cubic millimeters of material is routine; such a scan size supports
detailed analysis of the statistics of ﬁber randomness (9, 12). The μCT data can quantify stochastic
ﬁber microstructure at the tow scale and at the scale of an individual ﬁber (Section 9). Optical
images of external surfaces of a fabric, when interpreted in conjunction with μCT data, can extend
the quantiﬁcation to the subcomponent scale, i.e., hundreds or thousands of unit cells.
However, even with these modern data sources, continuous-ﬁber composites pose challenges
not seen in polycrystallinematerials.The continuity of ﬁbers tends to dampen positional deviations
along the ﬁber direction, with the result that deviations occur over characteristic wavelengths that
can be very long relative to the dimensions of scanned volumes. In contrast, spatial correlations
between different ﬁber tows or single ﬁbers within a plane that lies perpendicular to their axes (a
normal section) are characterized by wavelengths that are short compared with the dimensions of
scanned volumes. Thus, in the experiments reviewed in this section and in Section 9, whether at
the scale of subcomponents, at the scale of the unit cell, or at the scale of the ﬁber, rich information
can be obtained about geometrical variance occurring on normal sections, whereas information
about variations along the ﬁber direction is quite limited. The extreme anisotropy in data density is
as severe as the anisotropy that can arise in mechanical properties and is ultimately attributable to
the same fact: The ﬁbers are continuously connected in only one direction. The statistics selected
to characterize geometrical variance are concomitantly anisotropic: Many degrees of freedom can
be meaningfully employed for normal sections, whereas one or two scalar parameters describe
variations along the ﬁber direction.
In nominally periodic textiles, the positions and shapes of tows can be expressed as the sum
of (a) nonstochastic, periodic variations associated with the nominal periodicity of the textile
www.annualreviews.org • Stochastic Virtual Tests 17.7
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architecture and (b) stochastic deviations from these average trends, which vary randomly through
the fabric. A convenient and intuitively appealing treatment of the deviation divides it in turn
into a superposition of short-range and long-range deviations. The short-range deviations, de-
termined by μCT, are those arising within a unit cell and include variations in the shapes as
well as the positions of tows. The long-range deviations, determined from optical surface images,
are the displacements of tows over wavelengths that are greater than the dimensions of the unit
cell.
2.1. Characteristics at the Scale of the Unit Cell
Geometrical details of the ﬁber reinforcement in textile composite specimens somewhat larger
than but comparable in size to a single unit cell (several millimeters in length) can be determined
most satisfactorily by using μCT, which reveals comprehensive shape and positional information
on the ﬁber tow scale. Information concerning matrix voids, individual ﬁbers, and ﬁber coatings
also emerges for even smaller scales, down to 1 μm (10, 11, 72). Figure 3a shows typical 2D image
slices of a 3D woven carbon/SiC composite, and Figure 3b shows a 3D image of a unit cell. This
material was fabricated with only enough matrix to rigidify the structure, which simpliﬁed the
identiﬁcation of tow domains (9).
For the shapes typical of tow cross sections in textiles, statistical analysis of the shape and
positioning of the ﬁber tows can be based on analysis of sequences of cross sections along the tow
≈ζ
≈2σ
a
c
b
d
x
z
x
z
x
z
y
500 µm
500 µm
500 µm
Figure 3
Analysis of μCT data for a carbon/SiC woven composite consisting of ﬁber tows coated by a thin layer of matrix material. (a) Image
slices. (b) The reconstructed 3D image. (c) Segmentation of the image into tow domains. (d ) Inferred statistics for the z-coordinate of
the warp tow locus: The curve shows the average trend for warp tow over one reference period (which spans one unit cell of the textile
architecture), whereas blue, red, green, and black dots show data for different warp tow segments. The deviations of data for each tow
from the mean trend have root-mean-square deviation σ , whereas the distance along the tow over which deviations are correlated
deﬁnes the correlation length ζ (e.g., deviations of blue data vary over length ζ ).
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axis. For the convex or mildly reentrant cross-sectional shapes typical of tows, moment expansions
of the shape function ( y, z) are a good general description:
ωpq =
∫∫
y p zq(y, z)dydz, 1a.
(y, z) =
{
1 if (y, z) lies inside the tow,
0 if (y, z) lies outside the tow,
1b.
where the nominal tow direction is the x-axis and p and q are integers (the moment orders). In
cases in which tow cross sections are free of reentrant features, a serviceable truncation of the
moment expansion can be obtained by ﬁtting ellipses to data (even though the cross sections may
deviate from elliptical). A ﬁtted ellipse deﬁnes ﬁve of the six moments of order o= p + q ≤ 2, with
the sixth moment having a ﬁxed relation to the other ﬁve, because of the particular shape of the
ellipse. Ellipse ﬁtting yields the data set
{y (m), z(m), A(m), ar (m), θ (m)}, 2.
where y(m) and z(m) are the center-of-mass coordinates and A(m), ar(m), and θ (m) are the area, as-
pect ratio, and orientation, respectively, of section m, one of a sequence of cross sections on a
discrete grid. In cases in which cross sections possess highly distorted shapes, such as strongly
reentrant features, characterization should be based on higher-order moment expansions or on
other generalized shape descriptors (73).
For a textile that is nominally periodic, each variable in Equation 2 can be decomposed into
nonstochastic, periodic variations and nonperiodic, stochastic variations (Figure 3d ) (9):
(y, z)(m) = 〈(y, z)(m)〉 + (δy, δz)(m), 3a.
A(m) = 〈A(m)〉 + δA(m), 3b.
ar (m) = 〈ar (m)〉+ δar (m), 3c.
θ (m) = 〈θ (m)〉 + δθ (m), 3d.
where 〈. . .〉 indicates an average value. The periodic trends are compiled by exploiting the nominal
translational invariance of the textile: Data from all points on nominally equivalent tows through-
out the specimen are collated onto a single periodic cycle of that type of tow, a process termed
reference period collation (9, 74). This process maximizes the information content of the relatively
small specimens that can be imaged at high resolution. The stochastic deviations from the periodic
trends consist of the set of standard deviations, σ (k)y , etc., of the cross-sectional characteristics
(Figure 3d ). For the materials of Figure 3, the deviations are independent of location x along
the tow. The superscript k denotes a tow genus, i.e., a set of warp or weft tows that are nominally
equivalent to one another in the periodic pattern of the weave. Another statistic of interest is
the correlation length ζ (k)y for each cross-sectional characteristic; ζ
(k)
y measures the distance along
the tow over which correlations between the values of deviations at two points become weak
(Figure 3d ).
After analysis has determined the important statistical variables for a given data set, the stochas-
tic character of the material can be summarized by a speciﬁc, quite small set of statistical variables.
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For the materials of Figure 3, the representational set of experimental statistics is
D = {Dk, k = 1, . . . , Ng},
Dk = D(av)k ∪ {σ (k)ξ , σ (k)z , σ (k)A , σ (k)ar , σ (k)θ , ζ (k)ξ , ζ (k)z , ζ (k)A , ζ (k)ar , ζ (k)θ },
D(av)k = {〈ξ (k)〉i , 〈z(k)〉i , 〈A(k)〉i , 〈ar (k)〉i , 〈θ (k)〉i , i = 1, . . . , N ϕ}.
4.
Here, Dk contains the data for tow genus k, with number Ng; the superscripted (av) indicates the
contribution of an averaged quantity; ξ ≡ y or x, depending on the nominal direction of tows of
genus k; the index i denotes one of Nφ sections spaced equally along a single reference period of a
tow; σ denotes the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of a variable (e.g., σ ξ and σ z refer to the
deviations δξ and δz, respectively); ζ denotes the correlation length for the deviations of a variable
along a tow (e.g., ζ ξ and ζ z refer to the deviations δξ and δz, respectively); and the quantities
in parentheses 〈. . .〉 refer to the averaged quantities of Equation 3, which express nonstochastic
periodic variations as functions of position i along the reference period of a tow (Figure 3d ).
The data set of Equation 4 provides a complete summary of stochastic tow positioning and
shape in a relatively small number of parameters, comprising the deterministic variations of each
tow over a single period (deﬁned on a grid of typically 20 points) and ten other scalar parameters
that contain all information about stochastic variations at the unit cell scale. This compact data
set deﬁnes the complete 3D shapes of tows and the statistics of their shape deviations. It provides
a standard protocol for passing information from experiment to a virtual-specimen generator and
thence to analyses of how stochastic microstructure at the unit cell scale affects performance.
Establishing a formal standard set of such statistics facilitates the comparison of different
materials and allows statistics to be archived in a consistent format. Equation 4 is proposed as a
candidate standard set for the tow-scale geometry of periodic textiles. However, one must also
recognize the possibility that further research on how randomness in microstructure affects the
properties of composites will necessitate augmentation of the standard set to include othermetrics.
2.2. Large-Scale Stochastic Weave Characteristics
Although the high resolution of μCT is needed to resolve tows and ﬁbers, μCT is not a practi-
cable approach for gathering data on the large-scale deformations seen in specimens containing
hundreds or thousands of unit cells or more; the scan times are prohibitive. A useful alternative
can be based on digital image analysis of optical images, which combines optical resolution with
large ﬁeld of view. For thin textile preforms (e.g., Figure 3), surface imaging accesses a sufﬁcient
fraction of all tows to characterize much of the overall fabric deformation.
Surface images captured in stereo pairs by viewing the surface at two angles can be analyzed
to determine both in-plane and out-of-plane variations in a sample. Isolating the out-of-plane
variations or topography reveals features that correlate with the textile architecture (Figure 4a).
The features can be automatically identiﬁed as tows of a speciﬁc genus by analyzing their spatial
relationship to the nearest other features (a graph or neighbor-mapping analysis). The colored
patches in Figure 4a show the outlines of tow crowns, which are thresholded extremities of surface
height. Color-coding separates the crowns into warp and weft genuses.
From these base data, long-range variations in the topography of the surface can be determined
by averaging the heights of nominally equivalent features over a suitable gauge length. Examples
appear in Reference 75.
In-plane deviations are evaluated as departures from a hypothetical perfectly periodic textile,
which is generated by ﬁrst computing the average separations between rows of features, which
deﬁne lattice parameters, and then determining a global Cartesian coordinate system, which is
17.10 Cox et al.
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a b c
Unit cell
Warp
2 mm
Weft
20 mm
5 mm
15 mm
Unit cell 
Experimental data 
Reconstruction
(one instantiation) 
0.025
0.015
0.005
–0.005
–0.015
–0.025
δvi
δy
x
y
x
y
Figure 4
Digital image analysis of a panel of carbon/SiC angle interlock material similar to that represented in Figure 3 (with smaller weft tow
spacing but otherwise identical architecture). The panel contains approximately 120 weft tows and 120 warp tows, which occupy
approximately 10 unit cells in the warp direction and 30 unit cells in the weft direction. (a) Identiﬁcation of the crowns of tows of
different genuses, whose centers of mass yield a discrete sampling of positions for tows. The main image shows the pattern of features
over the whole sample. Insets show enlargements of the pattern of thresholded features (the different color set displayed is not
signiﬁcant) and of the textile surface topography. (b) Spatial derivatives of in-plane deviations of tow positions, determined relative to a
hypothetical perfectly periodic structure, reveal variations in the tow packing density. The dashed lines indicate scan lines along which
variations are decomposed by Fourier analysis. (c) Tow packing variations in a virtual specimen, which is a different instantiation of the
stochastic variations found in panel b but is constructed from the same statistical distributions (see Section 3).
deﬁned to be the system from which rows of features show the least angular deviation. With the
perfect lattice thus deﬁned, the deviation of the center of mass of each feature from the location
expected for that feature on the perfect lattice is computed. The in-plane deviations constitute
vectors (ui, vi) on a discrete grid (xi, yi). The deviations represent the sum of (a) variations in
tow positions that arose during weaving due to irregularity in the motions of the loom machinery
and (b) deformation ﬁelds created when the manufactured fabric was inadvertently loaded during
handling.
Analysis of the deviations measured on the specimen in Figure 4a revealed variations over a
range of spatial wavelengths. The largest-amplitude deviations are associated with wavelengths
larger than the total specimen dimensions. Shorter-wavelength variations are also present but have
smaller amplitude, and their characterization therefore requires the long-wavelength deviations
to be ﬁltered out. This can be accomplished by forming spatial derivatives of the deviations (75).
Figure 4b shows spatial derivatives of the deviation component vi computed as ﬁnite differences
and then converted into continuous ﬁelds by interpolation. The derivative δyy = δvi/δy measures
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ﬂuctuations in relative tow spacing or packing density of the warp tows; an analogous derivative
δxx = δui/δx does the same for weft tows. The derivative δxy = (δui/δy + δvi/δx)/2 can also be
computed and measures the angle between the warp and weft tows (75).
A virtual specimen should incorporate deviations created duringmanufacture, because these are
intrinsic to the material, while excluding deviations that are likely to have arisen due to handling,
because these are the response of the material to loads and would therefore be predicted by
simulations, rather than being built into the specimen being simulated. Therefore, statistical
analysis of the data in Figure 4 focuses on the deviations in tow packing density, δxx and δyy.
Large-amplitude, long-wavelength trends in δxx, δyy, and δxy are ignored because they are believed
to be caused by handling (75); short-range variations in δxy appear implicitly in the analysis of δxx
and δyy (75).
As when characteristics are analyzed at the tow scale (Section 2.1), the most effective summary
of the characteristics of long-range deviations takes advantage of the symmetry of the textile. In
particular, both the deviations δxx and δyy vary rapidly in one direction and slowly in the other.
An attractive strategy for characterizing δyy, for example, is ﬁrst to analyze the spectral content of
δyy along lines of constant x by Fourier analysis (Figure 4b). When carried out for all available
values of x, the amplitudes and phases of each Fourier component are stochastic and typically
follow simply characterized distributions. The slow variations of δyy in the x-direction can then
be characterized by determining a correlation length for the amplitude and phase of each Fourier
component such that two points separated by more than this length have amplitudes and phases
that are statistically independent of one another.
In this strategy, the complete characterization of δxx and δyy, which quantify the variations in
packing density of tows, is recorded as the following standard set of statistics:
Dδ = {V (warp)k ,V (weft)k , k = 1, . . . , N δ}, 5a.
where
Vk = {〈Ak〉, σk, ζ (A)k , ζ (ϕ)k }, 5b.
with k denoting one of Nδ stochastic Fourier coefﬁcients whose amplitudes follow a normal dis-
tribution with mean 〈Ak〉, RMSD σ k, and correlation length ζ (A)k and whose phases are uniformly
distributed over [0, 2π ] with deviations that vary with correlation length ζ (φ)k (75).
For the particular material of Figure 4, δxx and δyy reveal alternating bands of high and low
relative packing density, with ﬂuctuations of magnitude ∼1% for the weft tows (δxx) and ∼3% for
the warp tows (δyy). A band of either high or low packing density for weft tows typically contains
30 or more weft tows. For warp tows, the bands are somewhat narrower, typically 3–5 tows. A
variation in packing density is sustained along the direction of the tow for a distance (related to
ζ
(A)
k and ζ
(ϕ)
k ) of typically 100 mm for weft tows and 50 mm for warp tows (75). Interestingly,
data obtained by similar experimental analysis of a 2D twill weave show very similar qualitative
variations in tow packing density (76).
By sampling specimens much larger than the unit cell size, digital image analysis reveals statis-
tical information that cannot be discerned in the analysis of Section 2.1, which is based on μCT
data. In particular, the in-plane deviations of either weft or warp tows in the μCT data are not
correlated between different tows over distances comparable to a single unit cell (9), whereas the
large-scale data reveal that the deviations are indeed correlated over distances larger than the
unit cell. These deductions are not contradictory: The longer-wavelength correlations between
different tows would not be expected to emerge from data samples of a single unit cell, because
in such a small volume the deviations discerned in Figure 4 would be approximately the same for
all tows and would therefore not be detected as deviations (they would simply imply a shift in the
17.12 Cox et al.
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spatial origin). Thus, the μCT and digital image analyses are complementary; the μCT analysis
yields details of deviations of tow loci and shapes at scales equal to or less than the unit cell size,
and the digital image analysis yields deviations with wavelength exceeding the unit cell size.
3. VIRTUAL-SPECIMEN GENERATION
The next step in assembling a virtual test is to formulate a reconstruction algorithm or generator
that creates stochastic virtual specimenswhose statisticsmatch those of the image data. A successful
generator must match the target experimental statistics, such as the data sets of Equations 4 or 5.
Such data sets calibrate the desired generator.
The art of formulating reconstruction algorithms has a long history in image and signal pro-
cessing (77–79). Applications to material science have mostly addressed polycrystalline materials
(e.g., References 5, 80–84). Textiles contrast with alloys in that they comprise long, continuous-
ﬁber bundles of essentially inﬁnite aspect ratio and interlaced in complex but systematic patterns.
Their spatial arrangement calls for specialized algorithms that are quite different from algorithms
developed for statistically isotropic multiphase materials (5, 81, 85–87). The same anisotropy that
affects the relative richness of data on normal sections and along the ﬁber direction (Section 3)
inﬂuences the rational choice of reconstruction algorithm.
A number of methods for generating solid models of textile reinforcement have been presented
over the past several decades. The simplest of these methods assume simple shapes for individual
tows, e.g., tow surfaces consisting of a combination of ﬂat segments where two tows contact one
another, and curved segments elsewhere. The most advanced of such methods approximately
match the assumed shapes to sectional images of tows, but without analyzing stochastic deviations
(73, 88). Other researchers have sought to generate tow shapes close to those in experimental
specimens via simulations of the mechanics of tow and preform deformation (8, 43, 89–94).
The advances described here follow an empirical approach to virtual-specimen generation:
The generator algorithm seeks only to match statistical data from experiment. Models of the
deformation mechanics of ﬁber tows or preforms, which have been the basis for most other
attempts to generate realistic geometric models of textiles, are not used. There is therefore no
risk of errors ﬂowing from uncertainty either in the constitutive laws assumed to characterize
such deformation or in misrepresentation of the conditions during which preform fabrication
or handling is carried out, including loading boundary conditions or the presence or absence of
lubricating agents. The preform is analyzed as it is, in its ﬁnal disposition.
However, an empirical approach has the disadvantage that the effects of changing processing
conditions cannot be predicted other than by interpolating known cases. Physically based predic-
tions are the province ofmechanical models. An attractive future development will linkmechanical
modeling of preform deformation to empirical statistics, using the rich data content of detailed 3D
measurements to calibrate and validate themechanical model. The empirical algorithms described
here may remain useful tools within the linked supermodel.
3.1. Generating Unit Cell–Scale Characteristics
In the empirical approach to virtual-specimen generation, tow shapes and their deviations at the
unit cell scale are generated by using the standard set of statistics of Equation 4. The simplest
generator exploits the linear continuity of tows in the textile: A Markov chain algorithm generates
ﬂuctuations in any tow cross-sectional characteristic by marching systematically along the tow’s
length (74). The key element of the Markov chain is the probability transition matrix (PTM),
which determines the deviation of any characteristic at any point on the tow given the deviation
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Figure 5
A μCT image yields statistics that are matched by generated virtual specimens. The generated tow structure
at the left represents tows by 1D loci, suitable for use in the Binary Model.
at a prior point. Whether the two deviations are strongly or weakly correlated depends on how
the separation of the points compares with the correlation length for that characteristic.
The Markov chain algorithm is implemented within a Monte Carlo scheme. An instantiation
μ1 of any deviant quantity μ at the ﬁrst grid point on a tow is determined by choosing a uniform
random number and then passing that number through a rescaling operation that maps it onto the
prescribed distribution of μ. Given μ1, a second random number is chosen and rescaled through
the PTM of the Markov chain to generate the value μ2 for the second grid point. The latter step
is repeated along the entire tow. Details of the implementation appear in References 74 and 95.
3.1.1. Virtual specimens for the Binary Model. Virtual specimens with 1D representations
of the textile reinforcement can be generated by applying the Markov chain algorithm only to
the tow center-of-mass coordinates, ignoring the other characteristics of tow cross sections. The
resulting 1D tow models (Figure 5) can be incorporated into the Binary Model for analyzing
the mechanics of textile composites, by combining them with solid 3D elements that create the
external shape of the composite and carry constitutive properties representative of the composite
matrix (74, 96). The Binary Model is the lowest-order computational representation that retains
the interlacing pattern of the discrete tows in a textile. When the Binary Model formulation is
used in conjunction with gauge-averaging methods, i.e., by averaging predicted strains over gauge
lengths comparable to a tow width, mesh-independent predictions of local strain variations are
obtained (97). The predictions correlate well with strength data for textiles in cases in which
failure does not involve signiﬁcant damage progression (i.e., cases in which failure is quasi-brittle)
(98). Extension to ceramic matrix composites with a highly nonlinear matrix response has also
been demonstrated (99). Some of the earliest studies of how the stochastic variance in textile
geometry affects engineeringmaterial properties, replicating the six steps of a virtual test laid out in
Section 1, were carried out by using the Binary Model for polymer matrix textile composites with
stochastic tow geometry (100).
3.1.2. Solid tow representations. The sameMarkov chain algorithm,when applied to eachof the
cross-sectional characteristics listed in Equation 2 and calibrated by the corresponding measured
RMSD and correlation length, can also be used to generate solid, 3D tow representations.
17.14 Cox et al.
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Figure 6
Topology of a plain weave. (a) z-Ordering matrix (ordering in through-thickness direction) for the three
warp and three weft tows shown at the right. (b) ρ-Ordering matrix (ordering in plane) for the same segment
of fabric. The axes to which orderings refer are shown in the inset ﬁgures. Zm denotes the domain of tow m
in the z-direction, Zm ≤ Zn indicates that the domain of tow m lies beneath that of tow n, indet indicates that
the ordering is indeterminate, and m and n are dummy indices referring to the tow numbering in the ﬁgures
at the right.
The 3D tow representation problem is considerably more difﬁcult than the 1D tow represen-
tation problem. When 3D tow shapes are generated, random deviations commonly cause inter-
penetrations between tows after intermediate steps in the generator algorithm and occasionally
cause part of one tow to appear completely on the wrong side of another tow.
The question of how to remove interpenetrations between towswhen generating textilemodels
with realistic tow shapes is a long-standing challenge (101). Prior methods that have achieved
the greatest realism used mechanics-based algorithms, combining deformation simulations with
methods of tracking the contact surfaces between tows.The difﬁcult nonlinear problemof tracking
contact surfaces has been approached by geometrical contact models [which can be very complex
(88)], simpliﬁed rules combined with FEM computations (101), or deformation computations
acting alone (93).
An alternative method, which is fail-safe and computationally rapid, invokes the topological
ordering rules that deﬁne the textile architecture (95). For each pair of tows, the rules prescribe
which tow should lie under or over the other, if the tows are orthogonal, or which should lie to the
right or left, if they are nominally parallel (Figure 6). The topological rules correct errors without
ambiguity. Topological algebras appeared in textile science a quarter of a century ago and recently
became a key part of generating textile models (94, 102–105). Correcting ordering errors during
virtual-specimen generation by invoking formally tabulated topological ordering rules leads to
very robust methods that can deal with arbitrary errors. Illustrations for virtual specimens of
arbitrary size with stochastic tow shape variations (95), as well as models of nonstochastic single
unit cells with periodic boundary conditions (73), have appeared.
The algorithms for generating 3Dmodels also include geometrical rules for adjusting the shape
and smoothness of the generated virtual specimens to match the data from imaged specimens.
Alternative rules, still used in conjunction with topological ordering rules, could represent the
deformation of tow shapes, e.g., deformation due to imposed surface displacement conditions
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Figure 7
The textile reinforcement of a unit cell that forms part of one virtual specimen generated with 3D tow representations by using the
Markov chain method: (a) warp and weft tows together and (b) warp tows only. Tow shapes possess a combination of nonstochastic
periodic variations (e.g., wave shape of tow loci) and nonperiodic stochastic deviations.
(molding). A model that changed tow shapes to satisfy boundary conditions and that was based on
assumed rigid/perfectly plastic deformation, which is a fair approximation for ﬁber bundles under
transverse shear (106), could be executed without detailed stress analysis. This model would form
the simplest possible fusion of empirical and mechanics-based methods.
Figure 7 shows a typical unit cell from a virtual specimen generated with data from the
specimen of Figure 3. The virtual specimen consists at this stage of tows alone, along with matrix
incorporated in the tows’ interiors or as thin surface layers on the tows. This is representative
of textile composites used in applications in which contacting gas ﬂow is turbulent, e.g., rocket
nozzles. In applications to hypersonic engines, in contrast, the desired laminar ﬂow necessitates
that matrix be added to the tow structure to build up a smooth surface. Representing such matrix
requires augmentation of the virtual specimen.
3.1.3. Validation of the statistics of virtual specimens. Correcting ordering errors can shift the
generated statistics away from the target experimental statistics. However, the shifts can be easily
corrected by perturbing the input targets for the generator. For example, if using the desired
target value σ = σ 0 for some parameter as the input value leads to virtual specimens with σ =
σ 0 + δσ , rerunning with σ = σ 0 − δσ as the input leads to greatly improved matching in a single
iteration (95).
Validation of the ﬁdelity of the empirical 3D generator is partially illustrated by the comparison
in Figure 8, which shows that the surface topography of a generated specimen matches the
systematic trends measured by digital image correlation (DIC) (107). The small differences in
surface height between the experimental data and the virtual specimen (variations in color for
similar tows) reﬂect stochastic variations in the shape and position of tows; the cases shown
in Figure 8 are different instantiations of stochastic quantities. Quantitative validation of the
generated stochastic variations of tow position and cross-sectional shape can also be found in
Reference 95.
3.2. Generating Large-Scale Characteristics
In the empirical approach, the standard set of statistical data proposed for large-scale deviations
is the set of Fourier statistics of Equation 5. Virtual specimens with the same statistics can be
generated by a Monte Carlo process that combines inverse Fourier transforms for generating
17.16 Cox et al.
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Figure 8
The surface topography obtained from digital image correlation measurements and a corresponding virtual
sample generated by using μCT data; details of this analysis can be found in Reference 107.
variations in the direction normal to tows, where they are most rapid, and rules based on
simple Markov processes to generate variations along the ﬁber direction, where changes are
gradual.
The algorithmproceeds analogously to that used to generate successive cross sections of a single
tow. At each grid point along the tow direction, tow packing density deviations are generated for
all tows in a genus across the specimen. For example, to generate density deviations for weft tows,
the algorithm begins at the lowest value xi of coordinate x in the specimen (in the coordinates
of Figure 4). Random values are chosen for the amplitude and phase Ak and φk of each Fourier
component k, weighted according to the probability density functions for that component, and
used as input for an inverse discrete Fourier transform to evaluate the deviations at all grid points
for that value of x (Figure 4b). Given the set of amplitudes and phases at xi, the amplitude for
each Fourier component at xi+1 is obtained by applying a Markov chain algorithm, using a PTM
that was calibrated to match the data for the correlation length ζ (A)k , while the phase of the Fourier
component is obtained via a random-walk algorithm calibrated to the correlation length ζ (ϕ)k .
(The random-walk algorithm suits the problem of generating phases, which have unbounded
mean when not conﬁned to [0, 2π ] and are uniformly distributed over [0, 2π ] when truncated to
reside in [0, 2π ].) The process of generating amplitudes and phases is iterated for all xi.
Figure 4c shows a typical set of tow packing density variations in a virtual specimen generated
by this algorithm. The patterns of variations are similar to those measured experimentally
(Figure 4b) but are not identical, as they are a different instantiation of the random ﬁeld.
Reference 75 provides further details.
3.3. Combining Statistics from Different Scales
Statistical data for the unit cell scale and large scale (Equations 4 and 5), which emerged from
different experiments, are treated above as separate problems and are summarized in distinct
standard data sets. An important question is what correlations might exist between the metrics
gathered for the two scales.
Analysis of experimental data for the angle interlock weave of Figure 3 revealed that correla-
tions between deviations in tow position and deviations in tow shape are negligibly weak (9). In
other words, when the packing density of tows varies over the range present in these materials,
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the tows shift sideways without any signiﬁcant change in the deviance of various statistical metrics
of shape.
Theweakness of such correlations has the important consequence that, at least for thismaterial,
the unit cell–scale deviations and large-scale deviations can be assumed to be independent of each
other and to be generated separately in a virtual specimen from the standard sets of Equations 4
and 5 and combined by superposition.
That deviations in packing density (the long-range metrics) and deviations in tow shape (short-
range metrics) should be uncorrelated is intuitively plausible. Consider, for example, the effect
of uniformly changing the average packing density of tows across a specimen. The mean tow
shape can change substantially, especially as tows are packed harder into one another, but the
deviations in shape from this new mean could well remain weakly correlated with deviations in
the packing density from the new mean density. Whether statistics are correlated is determined
among deviations, not mean values.
However, if tows are packed tightly in some regions and kept sparse in other regions, the
deviations of the tow shapes from the mean could be different in the densely and sparsely packed
regions, and the correlations between long ranges and short ranges could therefore be strong. But
for such an effect to be of concern in a virtual-specimen generation, the differences in packing
density would evidently have to be much greater than they are in the material studied.
4. TEST DATA: THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE CHALLENGE
Given a samplemicrostructure created by the virtual-specimen generator, virtual-specimen deﬁni-
tion is completed by specifying constitutive laws for material phases and for the nonlinear damage
events that arise during failure. Simulations of failure are then formulated; in such simulations, the
appearance of very general local damage events is enabled by the manner in which computational
elements are deﬁned. Key to the process are experiments that identify which local damage events
should be included in simulations and the nature of the damage event: A simulation is much more
likely to achieve ﬁdelity if the form of the mechanisms it must be able to reproduce is already
known. The experiments must also provide data for model calibration.
A considerable literature exists on experiments that identify local damage mechanisms in ce-
ramic composites and monitor the evolution of such mechanisms during mechanical loading by a
variety of in situ measurements. Such measurements include those via optical microscopy (108–
113), scanning electron microscopy (114–119), speckle interferometry (120–122), acoustic waves
(123–125), and electrical resistance (126, 127). Most of these measurements were at room temper-
ature; only a few studies tackled in situ measurements at high temperatures (e.g., References 114
and 128). In situ tomographic observations of deformation in an aluminum alloy have been made
at temperatures as high as 555◦C (129), but this temperature is much lower than the temperature
range of interest for ceramic composites.
The experimental challenge is sharpened by the facts that the materials are to be used at very
high temperature and that their behavior at high temperature cannot be assumed to be represented
by their behavior at room temperature. Consider, for example, a high-temperature test followed
by postmortem examination at room temperature: If a hot specimen is cooled to an experimentally
convenient 25◦C for examination, the cooling introduces thermal strains of the order of at least
0.1–0.5%, depending on the composition and cooling rate, which can change the cracking patterns
present.
Ideal tests for acquiring knowledge of mechanisms and constitutive data should be executed
on the composite materials themselves under expected use conditions. Current applications in
turbine engines or rocket nozzles, for example, present temperatures in the 1,200–1,500◦C range,
17.18 Cox et al.
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Figure 9
Sectional view of the heating chamber in a test rig designed to permit X-ray μCT imaging during testing at
high temperature. The X-ray beam passes through a load-supporting aluminum window. The window’s
absorption is constant during rotations of the chamber and therefore does not impair image quality. The
sample is held by water-cooled grips in the center of a sealed cell, which can be evacuated or ﬁlled with a
selected gas. A hexapole arrangement of six 150-W halogen lamps and reﬂectors gives a spherical hot zone of
∼5-mm diameter.
and even higher temperatures are sought (51–53). The tests must also have resolution comparable
to the scale of the heterogeneities and damage events that control material performance. Two
new experimental systems have been developed to meet this dual challenge. Their use to identify
damage mechanisms is described below, whereas their use to acquire calibration data is described
in the following section.
4.1. 3D Imaging Using μCT
Although μCT was ﬁrst demonstrated two decades ago (130), only recently have groups reported
apparatus for acquiring 3DμCTimages of evolving damage in a ceramic composite specimenwhile
loading in tension or compression in a high-ﬂux synchrotron beamline. One system operates at
room temperature (131, 132) and the other operates at temperatures of up to of 1,500–1,750◦C
in inert or oxidizing atmospheres (Figure 9) (58). The current maximum spatial resolution is
0.65 μm voxel−1, yielding rich data on microstructure down to the ﬁber scale, and failure mech-
anisms are resolved at submicrometer scales. Key data related to microcracking include spatial
maps of matrix cracks and ﬁber breaks and opening displacements of cracks of both of these types
as a function of load.
Data for a monotonic tension test of angle interlock carbon/SiC woven composite specimens
reveal different mechanisms of failure operating at 25◦C and 1,750◦C (Figure 10). At the lower
resolution (1.3 μm voxel−1) used in these images, individual carbon ﬁbers were not resolved.
Nevertheless, the ﬁber tows are clearly distinguished from the matrix, which consists of a thin,
brighter layer of chemical vapor inﬁltration (CVI) SiC coating each tow and a polymer-derived SiC
ﬁlling the remaining occupied space. During initial loading at both temperatures, cracks formed
in the matrix normal to the loading direction at positions where the matrix lay over a transverse
www.annualreviews.org • Stochastic Virtual Tests 17.19
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Figure 10
Internal damage in a carbon/SiC composite with textile-based carbon ﬁber reinforcements under tensile load
at 25◦C and at 1,750◦C. (a) A μCT image illustrates the architecture of the woven ﬁber tows within the test
samples, which were fabricated with minimal matrix. (b) Force-displacement curves showing loads at which
μCT data were collected. The red curve is offset by 60 μm for clarity. Open circles indicate μCT data
acquired at that load; blue and red solid circles indicate loads corresponding to images in panels c and d,
respectively. (c,d ) μCT images showing the development of damage in specimens tested (c) at room
temperature and (d ) at 1,600◦C.
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ﬁber tow. With increasing load, the cracks grew through the transverse tows until they met an
underlying axial tow (at loads in the range of ∼40 to 70 N), at which they were deﬂected. At 25◦C,
this deﬂection involved the formation of multiple splitting cracks (Figure 10c), which progressed
incrementally along the centers of the axial tows as the load increased to the peak value of 150 N.
Above 1,600◦C, the deﬂection of the crack at each tow involved a single crack that grew along the
edges of the axial ﬁber tows as the load increased to 120 N (Figure 10d ), whereupon there was a
large load drop (Figure 10b).
By inﬂuencing the access of ambient gas to the internal reinforcing ﬁbers, details in crack
paths could potentially have a large effect on high-temperature oxidation damage. The ability of
a simulation to replicate the differences observed in crack patterns at room temperature and high
temperature is therefore a key validation test.
4.2. Digital Image Correlation
Although DIC has a long history for room-temperature studies (133–137), direct optical imaging
of surfaces at very high temperatures (up to 1,500◦C) is complicated by the high intensity of visible
wavelengths emitted by both the specimen and hot testing components. A newly developed system
overcomes light noise by illuminating with 10-Wblue LED assemblies, whose wavelength of 440–
460 nm is separated from the most intense black-body radiation, and by using band-pass ﬁlters to
tune charge-coupled-device cameras to the wavelengths of the LED sources (138). Suitable lenses
and judicious placement of the LEDs with respect to the target surface yield a viable viewing
region several centimeters in diameter. The optical system is combined with a laser facility that
simultaneously enables heating of the specimen and imaging, including measurements of strain
ﬁelds via DIC. The DIC measurements require the use of high-temperature ceramic paints to
create a stable speckle pattern. Finally, an air knifeminimizes distortions due to thermal turbulence
by thoroughly mixing air in the line of sight of the imaging system.
Figure 11 shows representative results for the two in-plane thermal strain components mea-
sured at 1,026◦C with submillimeter resolution in the woven carbon/SiC composite of Figure 3,
along with surface topography data, which reﬂect the ﬁber weave (139). Superimposed onto the
strain maps are the approximate locations of the boundaries of the surface weft and the warp tows.
Local variations of the thermal strain components correlate with the surface tow positions.Within
z (mm) Strain
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Figure 11
Correlations between ﬁber weave and thermal strain distributions in the angle interlock carbon/SiC composite from Figure 3 upon
heating to 1,026◦C. (a) Surface topography. (b) Thermal strains.
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both the warp tow and the weft tow segments, the thermal strain is smaller in the direction parallel
to the ﬁbers (∼0.002) than in the transverse direction (∼0.005). This ﬁnding is qualitatively consis-
tent with expectations: The thermal expansion of the carbon ﬁbers is highly anisotropic (negative
in the ﬁber direction and ∼9 × 10−6 K−1 in the transverse direction), making the carbon/SiC
tow segments correspondingly anisotropic. The data in Figure 11 were combined with iterative
FEM models to calibrate the thermal and elastic constitutive properties of the tow segments for
use in subsequent virtual-test analysis of composites with fully inﬁltrated matrices (Section 5.3).
5. CALIBRATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND FRACTURE LAWS
The properties (e.g., strength and thermal conductivity) of a composite’s constituents and their
interfaces are generally unknown at high temperature and must be determined by experiment.
The required properties include those of pristine constituent materials and those needed to model
damage events, such as cracks and oxidation. Constitutive laws for cracks consist of traction-
displacement relations that describe the nonlinear fracture process zones and Biot numbers that
describe the impact of a crack on heat transport. Other constitutive laws might describe, for
example, oxygen diffusion or creep.
Establishing test procedures for calibrating virtual specimens is a major part of developing
virtual-test systems. As ﬁner scales are included in hierarchical models, standard engineering tests
are no longer applicable; there is a need for experiments that probe deeper into the material,
yet are sufﬁciently reliable and repeatable to be used as calibration procedures. Research on this
general topic is likely to continue for many years.
5.1. The Special Challenges of Ceramic Composites
Polymer composites are formed by verymature engineering processes, which yield nearly perfectly
dense (porosity-free) and homogeneousmatrices. The elasticity of thematrix can be deduced from
data for composites by applying well-established micromechanical models. The inferred matrix
elasticity is generally not noticeably different from the elasticity of neat specimens of the polymer
cured in the same cycle. Therefore, one can regard the elasticity of both the ﬁbers and the matrix
as known a priori, and accurate predictions of the composite elasticity ensue (66, 100, 140–142).
A ceramic matrix, in contrast, is formed by processes that commonly create substantial porosity
and a microstructure that is not the same as that found in monolithic specimens of nominally the
same material. The matrix material is peculiar to the geometrical environment (the interstices
of ﬁber bundles) and to the inﬁltration method (e.g., CVI, reactive melt inﬁltration, or poly-
mer precursor) that govern its formation; the material’s elasticity and thermal expansion can be
very different from those of nominally equivalent monolithic specimens. The situation is further
complicated by the presence of ﬁber coatings, essential for damage-tolerant behavior, whose ther-
moelastic properties are again uncertain. In one study, SiC matrices formed by a combination of
CVI and polymer precursor reaction around coated carbon ﬁbers were deduced by analysis of com-
posite elasticity to bemore than an order ofmagnitudemore compliant thanmonolithic SiC (122).
The case of ceramic composites can be further complicated by the presence of matrix
microcracks induced by thermal strains during cooldown from high-temperature processing.
Figure 12a shows microcracks in a carbon ﬁber/SiC matrix composite similar to the material of
Figure 3 but in which additional SiC matrix was added to ﬁll out the space between tows and to
form ﬂat specimen surfaces. Examination of differential displacement ﬁelds by DIC shows that
these cracks were present from very low applied loads (Figure 12b,c); they were probably present
in the pristine composite.
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(a) In a composite in which the matrix ﬁlls out space to a ﬂat surface, microcracks seen on the surface by digital image correlation
correlate approximately with the textile architecture. (b) Displacement ﬁelds along the scan line shown by the white line in panel a at
points A, B, C, and D in the stress-displacement curve of panel c show that displacement discontinuities are present at the lowest loads,
implying that microcracks are present in the composite as processed.
Processing microcracks may not always be present in a ceramic matrix composite. Some car-
bon/SiC composites formed by repeated polymer precursor inﬁltration processing have high
levels of hermeticity and minimal microcracking before loading (49, 121), and SiC/SiC compos-
ites formed by melt inﬁltration tend to be microcrack free (143). Nevertheless, whether present
initially or induced by loading, microcracking causes nonlinear macroscopic behavior and com-
plicates property calibration. Because ceramic matrices tend to be much stiffer than polymer
matrices, matrix cracks have a much greater relative effect in ceramic composites than in polymer
composites.
5.2. Elasticity
In the current status of ceramic processing science, the elasticity of a ceramic matrix must be
inferred froma test on a composite specimen.The initial linear elasticity of thematrix-impregnated
ﬁber tows in the carbon/SiCmaterial of Figure 3 was calibrated by ﬁtting test data (107).With this
step completed, the elasticity of the porous and initially microcracked matrix region, which was
not known a priori, could be separated out by applyingmicromechanical models of unidirectional-
ﬁber/matrix composites and by using the known ﬁber elasticity. An analogous approach extends
calibration into the nonlinear regime, in which additional matrix cracking occurs. Numerous
examples of the calibration of the nonlinear matrix modulus from composite data are available
(99, 121, 122, 144–146).
5.3. Thermal Expansion
In a recent analysis, the anisotropic thermal expansion coefﬁcients for impregnated tows in
the carbon/SiC material of Figure 3 were calibrated by using the DIC data in Figure 11 in
combination with iterative FEM analysis of a virtual-test specimen (139). The axial and transverse
tow-scale expansion coefﬁcients were determined to be 1.6 × 10−6 K−1 and 6.5 × 10−6 K−1,
respectively. The calibrated transverse expansion coefﬁcient was close to the value predicted by
using a micromechanical model with best estimates for properties of the ﬁber and inﬁltrated
ﬁber coatings and matrix. However, the calibrated axial expansion coefﬁcient was approximately
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one-half of the predicted value. The difference was attributed to the inﬂuence of the preexisting
matrix microcracks in Figure 12a.
5.4. Damage
Composite materials fail by the interaction of multiple damage mechanisms acting at a variety
of scales. Simulations of failure in laminated polymer composites have successfully predicted the
evolution of quite complex systems of interacting splitting, delamination, and transverse ply cracks.
In polymer composites, multiscale mechanisms are present, so an effective ply-level model (i.e.,
a model using homogenized plies) must include both discrete representations of ply-scale cracks
and continuum plasticity to represent damage occurring at the ﬁber scale (24).
In textile ceramic matrix composites, microplasticity is minimal (except at very high tempera-
tures), and multiscale effects consist of microcracking that occurs at different scales, for example,
breaks of an individual ﬁber or failure of its interface with the matrix, matrix cracks of size com-
mensurate with the width of a tow, and macroscopic cracks spanning many tows. In a textile
architecture, these crack systems evolve in spatially complex patterns, such as those seen in the
μCT images of Figure 10 and in the DIC image of Figure 12b.
The highest-ﬁdelity simulations of such complex cracking predict each crack in the evolving
system as a discrete event. For discrete crack representations, the constitutive law that must be
calibrated is the cohesive fracture law that controls the nonlinear fracture process. If cracks appear
at large densities, a continuum damage model may be attractive (147–150). In this case, calibration
is of a nonlinear stress-strain law for the cracked material domain, which, from the point of
view of computational implementation, is similar to the nonlinear plasticity law used in polymer
composites.
5.4.1. Nonlinear continuum laws. In one phenomenological approach, nonlinear continuum
damage laws for ceramic composites are calibrated by using data from tension tests of unnotched
specimens executed at two different orientations (151, 152). Stresses for other specimen conﬁg-
urations can be predicted accurately by using the calibrated laws, provided that changes in stress
components remain proportional at any point during damage evolution, which is a reasonable
assumption in many cases. The Genin-Hutchinson model supports prediction of the entire non-
linear load-displacement curve for a component up to failure. A simpler calibration procedure
that focused on initial elasticity and ultimate strength successfully predicted the effect of stress
concentrators on strength (99).
5.4.2. Representations of discrete cracks. The cohesive zone representation of fracture works
well for polymer composites because the nonlinear fracture process zone is not too small, usually at
least comparable to ply-scale gauge lengths (ply thickness or tow width) (98, 153–156). In ceramic
composites, in contrast, the fracture process zone is sometimes very small; in a brittle matrix
material, including materials such as CVI-formed SiC, cracks may even be atomically sharp (157).
In a sufﬁciently brittle constituent phase of a ceramic matrix composite, the preferred approach
to simulating crack growth is to use linear elastic fracture mechanics, with propagation controlled
by a crack tip stress intensity factor, Kc, associated with a point representation of the crack tip.
Failure initiation is governed by the statistics of defects: The local critical stress for crack growth
from a defect of size a varies as Kc/a1/2, with Kc the fracture toughness.
In less brittle constituent phases, when some mechanism provides sufﬁcient nonlinearity to
create a fracture process zone of signiﬁcant length, representing fracture by cohesive zones rather
than by point processes can also be valid (158–160). Furthermore, even for a brittle material,
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Figure 13
(a) Beginning and (b) end conﬁgurations for a simpliﬁed representation of unstable, brittle crack growth
from an initial defect in a heterogeneous material.
when a crack becomes long enough, the tip process governing its advance can be represented with
acceptable accuracy by a cohesive zone model, i.e., by introducing a ﬁctitious process zone, as
discussed below.
5.4.2.1. Calibration of point fracture processes. For local failure within a heterogeneousmaterial,
a simple strategy for calibrating a point fracture process is illustrated in Figure 13. The material
between two heterogeneity boundaries contains a ﬂaw of size 2a (Figure 13a). The ﬁgure may
represent, e.g., a matrix domain between two tows (a tow-scale problem), a ply between two ply
boundaries, ormatrix between two ﬁbers (a ﬁber-scale problem). In a brittlematerial, crack growth
from the ﬂaw, once initiated, is likely to proceed unstably until the material heterogeneity imposes
a barrier to further growth. Such a phase of unstable growth can be represented in a simulation
ﬁrst by testing whether the local stress has attained a critical value
s c = Kca−1/2 6.
and then, upon satisfaction of this criterion, by introducing a traction-free crack that immediately
spans the entire interval from one heterogeneity boundary to the other (Figure 13b). Such a crack
typically spans one or a few computational elements. Because the crack now has a signiﬁcant size,
its further growth, either by fracture of the nextmaterial phase or by growth along an interface, can
be represented accurately by using cohesive fracture modeling, even if the subsequent cracking is
through a brittle medium. A ﬁctitious cohesive zone can be substituted for a point process without
computational error, provided that the crack length is much greater than the process zone length.
The error in computed energy release rate, which is proportional to a for a brittle crack, is bounded
approximately by lc/a, where lc is the length of the ﬁctitious cohesive zone, and is usually much less
than this bound. The cohesive and point process representations are asymptotically equivalent as
a crack gets larger (159, 160).
For the representation just described, calibration consists of determining the statistical distri-
butions of the geometry of the material phases, the size of the defects, and the toughness Kc for
the brittle material. A calibrating test would record the statistics of ﬁrst cracking in composite
specimens, e.g., by using the μCT imaging or DIC apparatus described in Section 4. Pineau et al.
(161) demonstrated such a calibration that deals with issues similar to those discussed here.
5.4.2.2. Calibration of cohesive laws. When sufﬁcient nonlinearity is present in fracture, a
cohesive representation is preferred. The following case study demonstrates the calibration of
mixed-mode cohesive fracture laws for a ceramic matrix composite and the successful subsequent
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(a) Test data and simulations (solid red curve) of the failure of a T-stiffener. (b) Cohesive fracture models for mode II fracture (traction τ
versus displacement u) and for mode I fracture (traction σ versus displacement v) were calibrated by independent tests and were
combined into a mixed-mode law for use in the simulations. Parameters τ c, τb, u0, uc, σ c, and vc are the calibrated fracture
properties.
prediction of the damage evolution and failure of a structural subcomponent (O. Sudre & Q.D.
Yang, unpublished work).
The subject material was a laminate of satin weave plies of NextelTM 610 Al2O3 ﬁbers in a
predominantly Al2O3 matrix that was formed by slurry inﬁltration (material supplied by COIC
Inc.). The structural subcomponent was a T-stiffener comprising a ﬂange and web joined by
laminated radius elements (see insets of Figure 14a). Under tensile load, the T-stiffener failed
ﬁrst by delamination in the radius elements, then by stable delamination crack propagation, and
ﬁnally by further delamination initiation at the termini of the radius elements adjacent to the
ﬂange.
Adouble-cantilever beam (DCB) test and an end-notchﬂexure (ENF) testwere used to calibrate
the matrix material for delamination fracture of different modes. The strength and toughness
values measured in the DCB test were identiﬁed with the peak traction and bounded area (work
of fracture) in a piecewise-linear, decreasing cohesive law for mode I fracture (Figure 14b). For
mode II delamination, a four-parameter bilinear cohesive law (Figure 14b) was calibrated by
varying the parameters to ﬁt the entire load-deﬂection curve for the ENF test and the measured
length of the fracture process zone. The zone length was determined by using the high-accuracy
automated strain-mapping (HASMAP) system, an early DIC system (137). A cohesive law for any
modemixwas then constructed by following a procedure that was developed for polymer adhesives
(162). Material failure (loss of cohesive tractions) is governed under mixed-mode conditions by
attainment of the criterion GI/GI0 + GII/GII0 = 1, where GI and GII are the areas under the mode
I and mode II cohesive laws, respectively, up to the current mode I and mode II displacements,
whereas GI0 and GII0 are the total areas under the same curves (Figure 14b). This mixed-mode
law has been used successfully to analyze multiple interacting fracture modes in polymer tape
laminates; further details may be found in Reference 24. With elasticity calibrated by the initial
compliance in the calibrating fracture tests, simulations of the T-stiffener were fully deﬁned, with
no adjustable parameters.
17.26 Cox et al.
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The calibrated simulations correctly predict the location of the ﬁrst damage (delamination in
the radius), the phase of stable delamination crack growth, the initiation of delaminations adjacent
to the ﬂange, and the applied load corresponding to each of these events.The entire load-deﬂection
curve is also correctly predicted (Figure 14), except that the simulation slightly underestimates
the displacement at the highest loads; the simulation used an early formulation that permitted
only certain crack systems to develop and did not capture additional delamination failures that
occurred in experiments at high loads within the laminates.
Calibration in the example of Figure 14 could be based on standard tests because the material
had a 2D laminar structure: Delaminations that governed failure occurred between sublaminates
and involved local material geometry and processing conditions that were well represented by
the standard test specimens. In 3D textiles, and especially for cracks at smaller scales, e.g., mi-
crocracks within a single ﬁber tow or microcracks between tows whose size is constrained by the
textile architecture, as in a 3D weave, standard tests may not be representative. Another route to
calibration is needed.
For tow-scale cracks whose geometry is complicated by interactions with 3D textile architec-
ture, calibration of a high-ﬁdelity simulation is likely to involve analysis of complex experiments
using the simulation itself: Parameters within the simulation can be calibrated by ﬁtting its pre-
dictions to the observed crack patterns, crack sizes, and crack shapes (161). In the current status
of development of virtual tests, the deﬁnition of such calibration tests is made on a case-by-case
basis but is encouraged by the fact that the location, size, and shape of microcracks, such as the
microcracks observed in Figure 10, are a rich source of information about fracture cohesive laws
(24).
5.4.2.3. Calibration of fiber-scale data. The ﬁber/matrix friction coupling stress, τ , is a critical
property in the mechanics of brittle matrix composites, controlling the stress for matrix fracture
and the transition frombrittle to ductile fracture (163–165).Measurement of τ—which, alongwith
the ﬁber volume fraction and the ﬁber and matrix elasticity, is a ﬁber-scale property—calibrates
the bridging constitutive law that controls matrix cracking at the tow or ply scale.
High-temperature μCT data enable the inference of τ at different temperatures from fracture
tests on composite specimens. Illustrative experiments and analysis have been carried out for
minicomposites consisting of a single tow of SiC ﬁbers consolidated by CVI with a SiC matrix.
The required data for deducing τ are the opening displacements of matrix cracks, such as the
cracks shown in the μCT image of Figure 15a, as a function of the average stress in ﬁbers, which
can be deduced from the applied load. Such data can be ﬁtted successfully by curves predicted by
shear lag theory (Figure 15b), with the value of τ emerging from the best ﬁt (58). For the material
examined, the friction stress falls from approximately 2 MPa at room temperature to 0.4 MPa at
1,750◦C. (Details of the analysis, including accounting for idiosyncrasies in the crack distribution
and the presence of broken ﬁbers, are in Reference 58.)
The large change in τ with temperature is unlikely to be associatedwith thermal strains, because
the matrix and ﬁbers are expected to be very close in thermal expansion. A more likely source is a
change in the shear properties of the BN coating surrounding each ﬁber. The change in τ implies
that the critical stress for steady-state matrix cracking drops by 40%.
Other experiments are also available for measuring the friction stress. In materials in which the
ﬁbers and matrix possess different thermal expansions, the ﬁber ends on a section of the composite
cyclically protrude and retreat from the surface when the temperature is cycled. Shear lag analysis
of the cyclic displacements, measured by using, e.g., μCT, yields values of τ for individual ﬁbers,
allowing the variability in τ to be surveyed (166). Testing carried out in an oxidizing environment
would reveal the changes in τ due to progressive oxidation of the interfaces.
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Figure 15
(a) μCT images at 1,750◦C of a single-tow SiC/SiC minicomposite loaded in tension. (Left) At low (10-N) load before any cracking
occurs. (Right) At a load of 127 N after formation of a matrix crack that extends across the entire specimen while being bridged with
intact ﬁbers. (b) Crack-opening displacement data for the test in panel a and a similar test at room temperature yield a ﬁber/matrix
friction stress τ at room temperature and elevated temperature. The solid curves are ﬁtted predictions based on shear lag theory.
6. RAPID COMPUTATION OF MULTIPLE
DISCRETE DAMAGE EVENTS
A critical element of replicating a real experiment in a simulation is the ability to introduce new
cracks during the execution of the simulation at arbitrary locations and with arbitrary orientations,
as determinedby the current local stress or strain ﬁelds.However, this objective has beendifﬁcult to
achieve; the discontinuous nature of localized damage cannot be directly modeled by the standard
FEM. The ﬁrst major breakthrough came in the theory of the partition of unity (PoU) proposed
by Babusˇka &Melenk (167, 168), from which the generalized FEM (G-FEM) was developed. The
PoU theory allows for a priori knowledge about the solutions of prototypical boundary value prob-
lems (e.g., notches/corners, voids, and cracks) that arise in a simulation to be incorporated into the
numerical methods used through an enriched numerical scheme (169–172). During the same time
period, Belytschko and colleagues (19, 173–177) independently developed the extended FEM (X-
FEM), which permits arbitrary discontinuities (static or propagating) to arise in a simulation with-
out the need for remeshing. Xiao & Karihaloo (178) and Belytschko et al. (179) recently reviewed
developments in the formulation and successful applications of the X-FEM and the G-FEM.
The crack tip enrichment scheme in the X-FEMhas the practical drawback of being inherently
nonlocal: When one element cracks, neighboring elements are involved in the correction to the
local ﬁeld.AlthoughX-FEMcandealwellwith thenear-tip stress-strain ﬁeld of an individual crack,
nonlocality complicates the problem of accounting for crack interactions such as coalescence and
bifurcation. Correct and efﬁcient treatment of coalescence and bifurcation is critical for simulating
the complex, multicrack damage states found in composite materials.
In composite failure analysis, another class of methods is therefore more widely used. These
methods are derived from the seminal work of Hansbo & Hansbo (180) and Belytschko et al.
(181), who introduced double nodes to describe an intraelement discontinuity in a numerical
augmentation that is local: Only the element directly affected by a discontinuity (crack) need be
modiﬁed. Under the name phantom node method (PNM), its ﬁrst applications were to dynamic
17.28 Cox et al.
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cracking and shear banding in thin plates (182), after which it was used for composite materials
(183–185).
The augmented FEM (A-FEM), which was developed by Yang and colleagues (186–188) and is
similar to the conceptual element in the PNM but without the use of PoU methods, has also been
successfully used to studymultiple arbitrary crackingproblems in laminated composites.ThePNM
and A-FEM do not represent the crack tip as singular but assume that stress remains ﬁnite due
to the action of material nonlinearity. The methods can be readily combined with cohesive zone
models of nonlinear fracture to yield uniﬁed, realistic descriptions of crack initiation in pristine
materials and the subsequent development of a propagating crack (162, 189–191). The methods
have succeeded in a number of in-depth material studies (184, 188, 192). The PNM and A-FEM
use only standard shape functions, and all degrees of freedom are physical (i.e., correspond to
real material displacements), making them compatible with any commercial FEM code. Recently,
Van der Meer (192) comprehensively reviewed the PNM, the A-FEM, and the regularized FEM,
which was developed by Iarve and colleagues (193–195).
A recent reformulation of the A-FEM improved its ability to treat general crack conﬁgurations
and its speed (25, 196). In the new formulation, there is no need for external virtual nodes to
account for the discontinuous displacement ﬁelds; internal nodes are used with degrees of freedom
that can be condensed out from the elemental equilibrium equation. The use of external virtual
nodes in the original formulation, and in other formulations of similar elements, complicates
the treatment of multiple interacting cracks within a single element. By using internal nodes
only, the new formulation makes accounting for multiple interacting cracks very easy and avoids
computationally costly tracking algorithms.
Key attributes of the A-FEM include 3D elements that allow cracks to be introduced on any
plane within an element, with cohesive tractions acting on the fracture surfaces that follow a
prescribed nonlinear fracture law; permission of multiple cracks within a single element; and
correct computation of the local stresses and cohesive traction distributions around bifurcation or
coalescence events (Figure 16). The A-FEM correctly tracks the discontinuities in displacement
ﬁelds that are introduced by cracks within elements, as well as the discontinuity in the cohesive
tractions acting along one crack when it is impinged upon by a second crack (25).
In addition to allowing for the correct description of key multiple crack conﬁgurations, the
reformulated A-FEM incorporates a new iteration algorithm for searching for convergence in
nonlinear problems, in which the global stiffness matrix is rewritten in a piecewise linear form.
This development allows local convergence to be achieved in one or at most a few steps. The
combination of the new iteration algorithm, the compact deﬁnition of amulti-ply cracked element,
and the use of advanced quadrature algorithms that permit an element to be somewhat larger than
the length of the fracture process zone leads to high computational speed (25, 196). For a single
crack in a bending beam or a delamination crack, a solution to failure, including accurate analysis
of snapback in the case of the bending beam, takes several seconds on a standard workstation of
2012 vintage. Programmed on a graphics card, computation of problems with 10 or even 100
cracks should be possible in a similar time frame.
Computational speed is essential in a virtual-test strategy that seeks to address stochastic vari-
ability. As discussed below, a challenging but feasible near-term target time of 1 s per simulation
would meet the demand of typical case studies.
7. VALIDATION STEPS
The most important validation for a design engineer refers to the ability of a virtual test to
correctly predict the outcome of a real test. For simulations that refer to stochastic details of the
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No crack
One crack
Two cracks
Three cracks
Figure 16
In the reformulated augmented ﬁnite-element method (A-FEM), a single element can split multiple times,
accommodating crack bifurcation or coalescence events. The cracks can follow preexisting material
boundaries or other paths determined by local stress conditions. Regardless of the number of cracks, the
global degrees of freedom and the elemental equilibrium equation maintain the same structure as that of a
regular element. (The examples shown in this ﬁgure do not exhaust all possible combinations of intercepts of
cracks with the element boundaries.)
microstructure, an important intermediate validation step addresses the question of whether the
microstructure was correctly replicated in an ensemble of generated virtual specimens.
7.1. Validation of Virtual Specimens
Once the decision has been made that a certain set of characteristics are to be used to represent a
microstructure, statistics for those characteristics can be compiled by analyzing data from images.
The statistics can be summarized in a data set, as in Equation 4. One validation of a virtual-
specimen generator is to check that the ensemble of generated specimens does indeed replicate
this target data set. Proof of correct replication for the Markov chain algorithm used for the unit
cell scale can be found in References 74, 95, and 107.
Validation against measurements that are independent of those used to create the target statis-
tics is also desirable. The topography of the surface of a textile determines, among other things, the
thickness of the superﬁcial layer ofmatrix thatwill be deposited to forman aerodynamically smooth
surface. The thickness of the layer partly determines the critical stress for cracking (197), which
is therefore inﬂuenced by the geometrical variations in the textile surface. Figure 8 shows the
excellent agreement of the surface topography of virtual specimens generated by theMarkov chain
algorithmwith the surface topography of real specimens, as measured byDIC. TheDIC data are a
different experimental source than the μCT data used to calibrate the virtual-specimen generator.
7.2. Failure Predictions
The case study illustrated in Figure 14 offers one successful instance of validation of a simulation.
Cohesive laws and elasticity calibrated by a distinct set of tests led to quantitative prediction of
17.30 Cox et al.
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the location of initial cracking, a regime of stable crack growth, and the location of new crack
initiation at higher loads, along with most of the nonlinear load-displacement curve for a test of
a subcomponent with a much more complex geometry than that of either calibrating test.
The objective of validating predictions of failure at the tow scale in a 3D textile composite intro-
duces some complexity not present in the case of Figure 14. The subcomponent of Figure 14, as
it is laminated, failed in an essentially deterministic manner via a relatively simple system of delam-
ination cracks that mainly followed nondeviating paths between laminae. The accomplishment of
Figure 14 is signiﬁcant, but validating predictions of microcracking at the tow scale in a
heterogeneous textile with a stochastic microstructure (e.g., Figures 10 and 17a) is substantially
more difﬁcult.
7.3. Simulations of Complex Damage Evolution
The most useful validating data for microcracking predictions are the locations, shapes, and sizes
of all the cracks that arise throughout the volume of a tested specimen. Conﬁrmation must be
sought that a simulation technique such as the A-FEM method, when used to calculate failure in
a virtual specimen constructed by using the methods of Section 3 and calibrated as described in
Section 5, replicates the multiple mechanisms of failure seen in experiments.
One such validation exercise addressed a carbon/SiC angle interlock similar to that in Figure 3,
but with additional monolithic SiC matrix inﬁltrated between and around the coated ﬁber tows to
form a composite sheet with smooth upper and lower surfaces. The virtual specimenwas generated
with stochastic tow geometry through Monte Carlo methods (95), with the statistics of variance
matching those measured by μCT (9). The geometrical model resulting from application of the
Markov chain algorithm of Section 3 was converted into a mesh of solid computational elements
suited to the A-FEM formulation. The isotropic elasticity of the added matrix material and the
distinct, transversely isotropic elasticity of the ﬁber/matrix material in tows were calibrated by
analyzing tests on two specimen types, i.e., the composite of Figure 3 (inﬁltrated tows with
minimal additional matrix) and the composite with additional matrix added to achieve smooth
surfaces. The calibrated tow elasticity is numerically similar to the elasticity deduced for a similar
carbon/SiC material, as reported in Reference 122. Nonlinear fracture laws were calibrated from
the same tests by matching the predicted matrix cracking stress with the experiment.
Experiments reveal that, when the subject material is loaded in tension parallel to the warp
ﬁbers, approximately periodic patterns ofmicrocracks develop in the addedmatrix that lies over the
surface weft tows (Figure 17a). Both the periodicity of the pattern and the locations of the cracks
relative to underlying weft tows are well predicted by virtual-test simulations using the calibrated
virtual specimens. One particular characteristic of the microcracking demonstrates the potential
of virtual tests for predicting details. The microcracks seen in experiments form above weft tows
and propagate both into the composite and across the surface of the composite, tracking the weft
tow. However, the propagation across the surface is limited:When the microcrack approaches the
region where the weft tow dips beneath a warp tow, propagation is arrested. Thus, themicrocracks
remain of ﬁnite length (Figure 17a). The simulations replicate this behavior very well. The images
of panels b and c of Figure 17 focus on a single microcrack in the matrix layer. The microcrack
follows a weft tow and then arrests as it approaches the location where the weft tow is submerged
under a warp tow.
The phenomenon of crack arrest is correlatedwith lowering of stress in the superﬁcialmatrix by
straighteningof thewarp tow. [Berbon et al. (121) reported earlier evidence for tow straightening in
this class of composites.] Both stress heterogeneity and the critical stress formicrocracking depend
on geometrical details such as the thickness of the superﬁcial matrix layer and the orientations of
www.annualreviews.org • Stochastic Virtual Tests 17.31
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tows. The critical stress for microcracking is therefore affected by stochastic variance in the tow
architecture. By simulating the evolution of discrete crack systems with high ﬁdelity, the virtual
tests can directly relate variance in microstructure to variance in failure due to microcracking (a
potentially fatal event in hot structures).
Current research seeks to deﬁne quantitative metrics by which success in predictions can be
gauged, such as crack length and thedensity of cracks per unit volume.Validation is being addressed
for varying temperatures, environments, and load conditions, a challenging exercise that is likely to
continue for many years. Because of the stochastic nature of the textile microstructure, validation
will be sought for predictions of the distribution of properties for an ensemble of virtual and real
specimens, rather than just for predictions of mean properties.
For high temperature,μCTmeasurements are by far the richest source of required data; in fact,
the advent of high-temperature μCT has recast the entire concept of what constitutes a rational
virtual test. A key current objective is to develop standardized coupon tests that are conducted at
high temperature inX-ray tomography beamlines and that can be used reliably by design engineers
in the ﬁeld.
8. THE PREDICTION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
Among the potential uses of a validated virtual test is the prediction of distributions of strength
and life and the relation of variance in properties to variance in the material. In the example shown
in Figure 17, variations in the thickness of the matrix layer at the location of a microcrack or
in the orientation of the tows that lie under the crack change the local stress state and therefore
the crack driving force. The microcrack evolution is thus a stochastic process, as implied by the
irregularity of the experimentally observed crack pattern. This section addresses the question of
how to build predictions of statistical distributions of strength, life, and other performancemetrics
that depend on such stochastic phenomena.
The two general approaches that are available exploit a virtual test as a computational engine.
The ﬁrst approach uses the Monte Carlo method to accumulate statistics by the repetition of
simulations for different virtual specimens. The second approach uses predictions of a selection of
simulations with varied parameters to establish rate equations for damage parameters, which are
then used to compute the evolution of probability distributions for the damage parameters in a
conﬁguration space. Monte Carlo methods are more straightforward to implement; probabilistic
models offer potentially large advantages in computational speed.
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 17
(a) (i ) Textile preform coated with a thin layer of matrix (carbon/SiC angle interlock, similar to Figure 3). (ii ) Observations of
microcracks by digital image correlation in the composite formed by full inﬁltration of the SiC matrix into the preform in panel a.
(iii ) The predicted crack pattern. The three images in panel a are spatially registered so that textile features appear in the same place in
each image. Key features of the crack pattern—including the approximate periodicity of the microcracks, which form above near-
surface weft tows, and the alignment of microcracks in diagonal bands (one of which is outlined by the ellipse)—are well replicated by
the virtual tests. (Image iii actually shows a material in which the weft tow spacing was larger than in image i or image ii, but this
material is otherwise of identical architecture; image iii was rescaled to facilitate comparisons. Importantly, the relation of crack
position to weft tow position is the same in all three images in panel a.) (b) Detailed rendering of a simulation shows one microcrack
above a weft tow correctly predicted to arrest upon approaching the underlying warp tow. The matrix containing the crack is present in
this image, but the matrix elsewhere was stripped away in rendering the image to reveal the underlying tow architecture. (c) 3D
visualization of μCT data provides further detail of the observation in panel a that matrix cracks that have formed above a weft tow
segment arrest when they approach the region where a warp tow crosses over the weft tow. All such warp tow segments are indicated by
the vertical dashed lines in panel a; these segments correlate consistently with crack arrest.
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Both Monte Carlo and probabilistic approaches have been used for several decades to predict
fatigue life formetal alloys (198–204). For alloys, one key problem is predicting the varying growth
rate of a crack as it interacts with the granular microstructure of the alloy, especially when the
crack is still small relative to the grain size (205, 206). Because the grains are random in size, shape,
and crystalline orientation, the crack growth is a random process.
In some textile ceramic composites, crack growth during cyclic mechanical loading also occurs.
In carbon/SiC composites, for example, matrix cracks progress across a tow as the carbon ﬁbers
are degraded by mechanical attrition, which weakens their bridging effect. This process occurs at
a much faster rate in vacuum at elevated temperature (850◦C) than at room temperature (114).
But other rate processes, including oxidation, ﬂow of glassy phases, and creep, also contribute to
life determination in ceramic composites, especially at high temperatures. The rate at which these
mechanisms act depends on the randommicrostructure. Loss of surface material due to oxidation,
for example, leads to failure upon loss of thematrix overlayer, which has random thickness. Ingress
of oxygen that attacks interior ﬁbers is accelerated by microcracking, which, like creep and fatigue
crack growth rates, is inﬂuenced by variance in the geometry of the textile reinforcement.
8.1. Monte Carlo Methods
TheMonteCarlomethod applied to ensembles of stochastic virtual specimens provides the closest
analog to a real test matrix. A statistically signiﬁcant number of virtual specimens are subjected
to test conditions that are the same as those used in the real tests, and engineering predictions
are deduced from the mean and scatter in the outcomes (207, 208). Each virtual specimen in the
simulated ensemble is one instance of a random microstructure that was constructed by feed-
ing pseudorandom numbers into calibrated distribution functions (a Monte Carlo procedure).
Variance in the microstructure in the ensemble of virtual specimens leads to variance in predic-
tions, thus matching at least part of the variance observed in real tests. With trivial modiﬁca-
tion, the load in the virtual test can also be made random, e.g., to simulate random overloads
in a duty cycle, leading to prediction of a further possible contribution to randomness in real
tests.
Once a stochastic virtual-specimen generator has been developed and constitutive laws have
been calibrated, executing a Monte Carlo analysis is straightforward. Simulations such as those
described in Section 6 are executed for each member of the ensemble of virtual specimens, and
predictedmetrics (e.g., strength, strain to failure) are analyzed through the same statisticalmethods
used to analyze real tests.
An early illustration of Monte Carlo methods based on simulations appeared in References 80
and 208 andmay indeed be the ﬁrst example of a virtual test deﬁned by the six steps listed in Section
1 (although the phrase virtual test was not in use in that era). (a) The characteristics of grains in
alloy specimens were measured. (b) The statistics of the grain shapes, especially the average area
and the aspect ratio, were determined. (c) An ensemble of virtual specimens was generated by using
Voronoi polygons to represent grains, and the polygons’ dimensions were calibrated against the
measured grain sizes and shapes. (d ) Crack growth laws were associated with the material in the
virtual specimens, which were based on and calibrated by detailed experimental observations of
the interaction of cracks with grain boundaries in certain aluminum alloys (209). (e) Crack growth
simulations were executed by using weight functions to compute variations in stress intensity
factor around an evolving crack front made irregular in shape by its interaction with the grain
structure. The statistics of crack growth and the inﬂuence of microstructure on life distributions
were deduced from Monte Carlo ensembles of simulations. ( f ) Partial validation was achieved by
comparing predicted distributions and measured distributions of crack growth rates.
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Table 1 Influence matrix for polymer composite laminates in tension
Influence matrix, ∂(φ/φ0)/∂(θ/θ0)
Cohesive
parameter
Estimated uncertainty
in cohesive parameter
Ultimate
strength
Global stiffness in
nonlinear regime
Splitting-crack
growth rate
GIc 10% 0.1 Small 0
GIIc 10% 0.25a Small −1a
sˆn 15% 0.3 0.1 0
τˆs (= τˆt ) 10% 0.3 0.2 −1
The estimates of uncertainty in cohesive law parameters following calibration are listed, followed by the inﬂuence matrix
components relating the four parameters and three key metrics of composite failure. φ denotes an engineering property, and
θ denotes a cohesive parameter.
aVery nonlinear dependence.
8.1.1. Influence matrices. A statistical outcome of particular interest in material optimization
is the inﬂuence matrix, deﬁned here as the matrix of partial derivatives of a predicted engineering
property with respect to any geometrical or material characteristic used to deﬁne a virtual spec-
imen. An example of such an inﬂuence matrix appears in a recent study of a polymer composite
laminate failing under monotonic tension (24). The laminate fails via a system of mixed-mode
cracks, each of which is governed by cohesive laws that were built by combining separate mode
I and mode II laws. Both the mode I and mode II laws are deﬁned by a strength and a fracture
energy, yielding the four parameters in column 1 of Table 1. The cohesive parameters were
independently calibrated; the uncertainty in the calibration (which reﬂects material scatter in the
calibration tests) is listed in column 2 of Table 1.
The remaining entries in Table 1 report the elements of the inﬂuence matrix, which have
the normalized form ∂(φ/φ0)/∂(θ/θ0), with φ an engineering property and φ0 its mean value, and
θ a fracture law parameter and θ0 its mean value. The inﬂuence derivatives were determined by
executing simulations in which the cohesive parameters were varied.
As well as revealing which fracture parameters most strongly inﬂuence which properties (some
inﬂuences are not as intuitively obvious as others), the inﬂuence matrix also allows for prediction
of the scatter expected in properties; i.e., the inﬂuence matrix can be used to determine a covari-
ance matrix. For example, the scatter in ultimate strength due to the measured material variance
in mode I fracture toughness, GIc, is predicted to be 0.1 × 10%= 1%; i.e., GIc has a modest
effect. In contrast, the scatter in the ultimate strength due to variance in either GIIc, the tensile
cohesive strength sˆ , or the shear cohesive strength τˆ is larger because the corresponding inﬂuence
factors are larger. The combined effects of the variance in all fracture parameters imply scatter of
approximately 10% in the ultimate strength, which agrees encouragingly well with the measured
scatter (24).
8.1.2. Computational demands. The computational expense of Monte Carlo analysis can be
high. The uncertainty σ in a predicted mean property, such as the expected strength in a distribu-
tion of strengths, falls as the number of computed cases N increases according to σ ≈ N−1/2. For
example, if strength is predicted to have a scatter of 10%, then determining the mean strength to
1% accuracy requires 100 simulations.
When a virtual test is used inmaterial design, a design optimization studymay require comput-
ing the relative merits of 102–104 different combinations of material or architectural parameters.
To establish reasonably accurate trends in mean strength, 100 simulations may be required for
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each combination, and thus 104–106 virtual tests must be executed. For the computational time
to remain within 1 week (106 s) for a relatively wide search, a single virtual test should run in 1 s,
to order of magnitude. Although computational speeds continue to improve as better algorithms
are developed (see Section 6), current execution times for failure resulting from multiple cracks
remain at least one to two orders of magnitude higher than the 1-s target, even for relatively simple
crack conﬁgurations (25).
When a virtual test is used to certify a material, it must predict not just mean properties
but also extreme properties, i.e., the probability of occurrence of a rare but fatal outcome. To
predict a failure with a 10−7 or even a 10−5 probability from an ensemble of 104–106 virtual tests
necessitates extrapolating the computed statistics of failure from thedomain inwhichdata are dense
into a domain in which data are likely to be sparse (the extreme tail of the failure distribution).
This extrapolation can be very inaccurate. Of particular concern is the possibility that a local
conﬁguration of themicrostructuremight strongly inﬂuence lifetime but not be represented in the
particularMonte Carlo ensemble that was generated. Examples of extreme predicted fatigue crack
growth rates associated with unusual conﬁgurations of adjacent large grains were demonstrated in
Monte Carlo simulations of small fatigue crack growth in alloys, with the alarming characteristic
that their probability could not be predicted from the statistics of cases near the mode (208). If
such possibilities need to be addressed, the required number of Monte Carlo simulations may be
unreachable.
8.2. Probabilistic Theories
Probabilistic models offer computational efﬁciency and the possibility of accurate predictions of
rare events. In a probabilistic theory, instead of tracking damage evolution through a particular
microstructure, one tracks the evolution of a probability distribution P(X) for a damage variable X
through time or elapsed fatigue cycles. Because P(X) can be represented numerically with arbitrary
precision over all values of X, accuracy in predicting the tails of the distribution is at least possible.
However, accuracy is not assured: It also demands that the probabilistic theory incorporate a
faithful representation of the details of the inﬂuence of the stochastic microstructure on the
evolution of P(X).
A slender literature presents two approaches to incorporating the inﬂuence of microstructure
in a probabilistic formulation. We now discuss both approaches in turn.
8.2.1. Phenomenological probabilistic models. The ﬁrst and simplest approach uses diffusion
equations or discrete chain models to describe the evolution of a damage variable such as crack
length, coupled to a simpliﬁed representation of the inﬂuence of some other factor, which could
be a microstructural factor. An equation describing the evolution of a probability distribution for
a continuous variable such as crack length has a form similar to the Fokker-Planck equation (210,
211). If the evolution is a Markovian process, the related Chapman-Kolmogorov equation can
be employed; this equation reduces to a Markov chain model if the random variable is discrete
(212). In early applications to fatigue crack growth, Bogdanoff and colleagues (200, 201, 213) built
Markov chain models (B-models) of the evolution of P(X), with P denoting probability and X the
crack length. The probability of X taking a value X2 at time t2 given its value X1 at time t1 was
considered to be stochastic because of the effects of variability in manufacturing conditions or load
(200, 201, 213). These conditional probabilities form a PTM when X1 and X2 are discretized, and
the evolution of the probability distribution for the damage variable becomes a problem in matrix
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algebra. Thus, the B-models are amenable to analytical solution, even when the evolution process
is not uniform in time (i.e., is nonstationary) (213).
A modiﬁcation of this method [a semi-Markov process (214, 215)] introduces a subsidiary
variable Y representing variability in microstructure such that the probability of X taking a value
X2 at time t2 given its value X1 at time t1 depends not only on X1 but also on Y(t1) (216, 217).
Thus, the PTM has elements that are functions of Y. The explicit presence of variable Y allows
the probability of local damage evolution to depend on the local microstructure present in the
neighborhood of a crack at time t, which is represented by Y. An early example of this class of
models was solved by Monte Carlo methods, with Y sampled from a distribution representing the
statistics of the microstructure (217). But whether solved analytically or by Monte Carlo methods,
phenomenological models differ fundamentally from Monte Carlo studies of virtual specimens in
that they do not follow the evolution of the damage itself in a single specimen but rather follow the
evolution of the probability distribution of a damage variable. Such models can be solved rapidly
and precisely to predict the entire distribution function for failure, including low-probability tails.
However, the phenomenological models are limited in the degree of ﬁdelity they can achieve
in predicting the effects of microstructural variation within a single class of materials. Such models
typically use atmost a single parameter such asY(t) to representmicrostructure, which is calibrated
by using data for materials that are identical to those for which predictions are to be made,
with the same failure mechanisms and the same microstructural statistics. These models cannot
easily be used to make predictions for materials with different microstructural statistics or with
different loading conditions. Improved ﬁdelity requires the incorporation of further details of how
microstructure controls the evolution of local damage events.
8.2.2. Probabilistic models with more details of microstructural influences. One proba-
bilistic formulation that seeks higher ﬁdelity was presented by Pardee and colleagues (218, 219) to
address small fatigue crack growth in alloys.The theory invokes laws determined by experiments to
relate the rate of growth of a crack to the values of certain localmicrostructural characteristics (such
as grain size). Because alloymicrostructure is stochastic, themicrostructural characteristics are de-
ﬁned by probability distributions. The theory tracks the evolution of probability density functions
for crack length in a large population of cracks, such as might exist in a large ensemble of speci-
mens. These researchers explicitly account for multiple mechanisms of the interaction of a crack
with the microstructure, including crack arrest at grain boundaries and the inﬂuence of grain size
on slip band development. The existence of grain boundary arrest implies that probability density
functions depend on different microstructural parameters at different stages of damage evolution.
Accordingly, in the theory, damage evolution occurs in distinct stages of alternating crack growth
and arrest, which are modeled by including a distinct variable domain in probability space for each
stage, with the variables for each domain chosen according to whether the crack is growing or
arrested (219). Although such a formulation presents relatively complex numerical and program-
ming challenges, it retains the efﬁciency of a probabilistic method while offering much greater
ﬁdelity to the physics underlying damage evolution than do common phenomenological models.
The virtual-test paradigm can couple to a Pardee-like formulation in several ways. First, dis-
tributions of microstructural parameters that appear in damage growth laws can be computed by
analyzing virtual specimens. Second, stress analysis of virtual specimens yields the distribution
of the local stress in the environment of a crack or another local damage event. Third, the rate
of crack propagation or other damage evolution (e.g., oxidation damage) can be related to mi-
crostructural parameters by executing virtual tests for a limited number of virtual specimens; in
such tests, details of the physics of damage evolution, including the effects of local stress, material
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composition, and environmental parameters, are represented. Summaries of the results of such
virtual tests inform the laws of growth needed in the Pardee formulation.
With growth laws and statistical distributions thus calibrated at least partly by using virtual tests,
a probabilistic model can be solved to generate relatively rapid predictions of the full distribution
function for engineering properties, such as time to failure. Thus, virtual-test methods can be
exploited to probe the statistics of rare failure events within a computationally efﬁcient tool.
9. THE FIBER SCALE
The methods illustrated above for executing virtual tests at the tow scale are based on well-
established engineering principles: The concepts of the nonlinear fracture mechanics required to
describe cracking events at the tow scale have been in the literature for decades, and calibration
and validation data for material properties and cohesive fracture laws can be supplied by familiar
standardized tests. In contrast, extending the virtual-test system to cover events ﬁrst at the spatial
scale of a single ﬁber, and then down to the atomic scale, raises fundamental questions that remain
unanswered: What contribution to a practicable virtual-test system can be expected from studies
at such scales, what experiments can yield sufﬁcient information, and how can theory represent
the complexity of behavior at the ﬁber and atomic scales?
9.1. Fiber-Scale Virtual Specimens
For the ﬁrst time, data on the position of every individual ﬁber in a tow or ply are emerging from
high-resolutionμCTimages (12). In contrast to traditional analyses basedon serial sections, the 3D
data yield the complete, continuous locus of each ﬁber over signiﬁcant lengths of the bundle. Such
data are revealing fascinating complexity in the ﬁber arrangements (220). Even in ﬁber bundles that
appear well aligned to the eye, some ﬁbersmeander within the bundle, with important implications
for material processing and failure. For example, bundles with greater degrees of meandering are
expected to be compacted to lower volume fractions but exhibit enhanced fracture resistance under
transverse loads, because meandering ﬁbers bridge splitting cracks (117).
Establishing metrics for ﬁber meandering requires concepts from topology, especially graph
theory, that are infrequently used in material science. In the example of Figure 18a, most ﬁbers
in the bundle shown are parallel, but one ﬁber meanders. The nearest neighbors of any ﬁber
on a section perpendicular to the nominal ﬁber direction can be determined by the Voronoi
construction (Figure 18b) (221). For the meandering ﬁber, the nearest-neighbor set on two
section planes is different. When the neighbor map is computed for all ﬁbers on all section planes
in a data set, the degree to which a ﬁber meanders can be characterized by the number of distinct
neighbor sets that the ﬁber possesses per unit length measured along the bundle (neighborhood
gradient), denoted X˙ . The reciprocal of X˙ is the average distance between points along a ﬁber
at which the neighbor map changes, denoted λX . Distributions of λX show marked differences
for ﬁber bundles from different sources: For the ﬁber bundle in the minicomposite specimen of
Figure 14, the median of λX is approximately 55 ﬁber radii, and for the carbon ﬁbers in a typical
carbon/epoxy tape laminate, the median of λX is approximately 13 ﬁber radii (220).
Fibers exhibiting high rates of change of neighbormap X˙ tend to group in different ways in the
two materials studied. Panels c and d of Figure 18 show a pair of section planes for each material;
the material is cut normal to the ﬁber direction, and gray-scale coding represents the value of X˙
for each ﬁber. For the single-tow SiC/SiC composite, the few ﬁbers of high X˙ appear with no
obvious spatial correlation either with each other or with features in the spatial distribution of
ﬁbers overall. For the carbon/epoxy tape laminate, ﬁbers with high X˙ tend to appear in ribbon-like
17.38 Cox et al.
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Figure 18
(a) A hypothetical ﬁber bundle with one meandering ﬁber (red ). (b) Changes in the set of neighbors of the meandering ﬁber from
section 1 to section 2. (c,d ) Spatial distribution of the metric X˙ in units of (ﬁber radii)−1 (deﬁned by the color code) among ﬁbers
depicted on two sections of a composite separated by 900 μm along the ﬁber direction: (c) a SiC/SiC minicomposite specimen and (d ) a
carbon/epoxy tape laminate.
clusters, which are often near but not necessarily immediately adjacent to voids. In the laminate
case, we infer that high neighbor rate change occurs in meandering ﬁbers that lie between patches
of nonmeandering ﬁbers, with the patches shifting relative to one another as void shapes change
along the ﬁber direction.
In analogy to Equation 4, one can devise a set of metrics that summarizes the topological
characteristics of a ﬁber bundle and that is accompanied by more familiar Euclidean metrics (e.g.,
volume fraction). One should anticipate the preferred calibration set to evolve as understanding
of phenomena at the ﬁber scale and the state of the art of measurement progress. Available data
are currently limited by spatial resolution (0.5 μm) and by the volume of material that can be
imaged (tens of cubic millimeters). The data are rich in their content about the spatial distribution
of ﬁbers within any cross-sectional plane normal to the ﬁber direction but are limited in their de-
scription of variations along the ﬁber direction. Consideration of textile engineering (the possible
presence of twist measured in turns per meter, for example) and the present data point to the
possibility of variations along the ﬁber direction occurring over distances of 10 mm to 1 m; these
variations would be invisible in the data of Figure 18.
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Figure 19
Simulations of transverse cracking through plies comprising random assemblies of ﬁbers (inset) lead to
relation of the global stress versus displacement law to assumed values of ﬁber-scale fracture properties, in
this case, varying interface toughness, i.
Fast et al. (220) suggested a metric set for use in calibrating a generator of 3D virtual speci-
mens at the ﬁber scale. The metric set comprises the cumulative probability distribution for the
neighborhood gradient, X˙ , along with select Euclidean metrics (local ﬁber volume fraction and
ﬁber orientation). Current research seeks algorithms that will generate virtual specimens of ﬁber
bundles possessing such target topological and Euclidean metrics.
9.2. Fiber-Scale Simulations Predict Tow-Scale Fracture Laws
High-ﬁdelity simulations of damage evolution in ﬁber-scale virtual specimens can be used to
predict cohesive fracture laws for use at the tow scale (222). Consider the case of Figure 19,
which shows simulations of transverse cracks formed by the coalescence of interfacial and matrix
microcracks (23). The ﬁber-scale simulations analyze virtual specimens of random ﬁber arrays,
with distinct cohesive fracture laws operating at ﬁber/matrix interfaces and within the matrix. In
this illustration, the laws were assigned a generic linear softening shape (not calibrated for any
material) that is characterized by a peak stress (local material strength) and a fracture toughness.
Figure 19 shows predictions of the far-ﬁeld stress and displacement for various interface fracture
toughness values. If the elastic displacement expected for any load is subtracted from the global
displacement, each curve becomes the nonlinear cohesive fracture law for transverse ply cracking.
Thus, the details of crack coalescence among random ﬁbers in the ﬁber-scale simulation can be
summarized by a traction-separation law for use in tow-scale simulations. When discrete crack
representations of damage are used in a virtual test, the cohesive fracture law provides a physical
link between scales and is the natural vehicle of a multiscale formulation.
The illustration of Figure 19 was executed by using plane strain conditions. If the ﬁber popu-
lation were modeled in 3D, ﬁber meandering would be included, and a substantial increase in the
17.40 Cox et al.
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area under the predicted traction-displacement law, i.e., increased fracture toughness, would be
expected.
9.3. Complexity
Microcracks among randomly positioned ﬁbers, such as in the problem of Figure 19, tend to
initiate ﬁrst in the matrix between pairs of ﬁbers that have the smallest separation, s0 (e.g., see a
study for brittle matrix composites in References 63 and 223). In a brittle composite with weak
interfaces, the site of ﬁrst initiation tends to be correlated with the path of subsequent cracking.
Consider now the consequences of introducing a small perturbation to the positions of all ﬁbers,
resulting in the separation of the pair that had separation s0 increasing to s0 + δs. Assume that
the overall distribution of separations remains unchanged. The probability that the pair whose
separation was s0 remains the pair with the smallest separation is easily computed:
p =
∏
k
1 − CPD(s0) − f (s0)δs
1 − CPD(s0) . 7.
Here, f is the probability density function for the separation s of nearest-neighbor pairs of ﬁbers;
CPD is the cumulative probability distribution corresponding to f; and the product is formed
over all pairs, whose number is approximately 6N, with N the number of ﬁbers in the population.
Numerical simulations of the random packing of hard cylinders show a distribution of separations
approximated by an exponential function, f ≈ c0e−s, with c0 a constant (B.N. Cox, unpublished
work). p is easily calculated for different population sizes: p falls to approximately 0.5 when δs/R=
1/N (Figure 20). For a bundle of 103 ﬁbers of radius 10 μm, p < 0.5 when δs= 10 nm. Thus, even
a tiny uncertainty in ﬁber positions can change the location of the ﬁrst crack initiation, with the
possibility that the location of the eventual fatal crack will also change. The macroscopic outcome
depends extremely sensitively on the initial conditions—the famous butterﬂy effect of chaos theory
(224).
The question therefore arises of what is predictable and what is inherently unpredictable when
one is simulating failure in stochastic composite materials at the ﬁber scale. For example, under
what conditions can a predicted fracture location in a ﬁber-scale simulation be regarded as a true
result of the material composition, and under what conditions would the outcome have been
1
0
0 2 4
Pr
ob
ab
ili
ty
δs/R = 0.01
log10N
δs/R = 0.001
Figure 20
Probability that the pair of ﬁbers that have the smallest separation in a population of N ﬁbers remains the
pair with the smallest separation if the separation increases by δs/R, with R the ﬁber radius.
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changed by a slight change in numerical methods? What characteristics of a ﬁber-scale simulation
that can be input into a tow-scale simulation can be regarded as reliable predictions?
10. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This review discusses the main parts of a virtual-test system that recognizes the stochastic nature
of material microstructure and that seeks to link it to variance in performance. We focus on
textile ceramic composites, especially the description of discrete failure events occurring at a scale
commensurate with either the width of a ﬁber tow or the diameter of a single ﬁber.
The review highlights the following advances toward a functional virtual-test system.
1. Simple standard sets of statistical metrics quantify the geometrical variances in ﬁber rein-
forcement that likely inﬂuence failure. At the tow scale, variance refers to the position and
shapes of tows. At the ﬁber scale, both topological and Euclidean metrics are required: the
former to describe the meanderings and entanglements of ﬁbers within a tow and the latter
to describe, for example, local packing densities. Analytical methods have been developed to
deducemetrics from experimental images acquired by μCT for single tows or unit cell–sized
specimens and by digital image analysis for subcomponent-sized specimens.
2. At the unit cell scale and the much larger scale of subcomponents, algorithms have been
invented for rapidly generating ensembles of stochastic virtual specimens in which the vari-
ances of tow locations and shapesmatch the statisticalmetrics determined for real specimens.
Generating virtual specimens at the ﬁber scale with variance matchingmeasured topological
and Euclidean metrics remains a current research topic.
3. Two new experimental systems have been developed to observe and measure damage evolu-
tion in ceramic composites at very high temperatures. ADIC systemobserves surface damage
with optical resolution by using standard coupons at temperatures above 1,500◦C, whereas a
μCT test rig determines damage with submicrometer resolution in 3D in miniature coupon
specimens at temperatures above 1,700◦C.
4. Representative ofwidespread activity in developing fast simulationmethodswith generalized
capability, a reformulation of the augmented FEM (A-FEM) has achieved high-ﬁdelity
simulation of multiple crack systems in arbitrarily heterogeneous materials. The A-FEM
correctly describes the mechanics of crack bifurcation and coalescence in the presence of
nonlinear fracture mechanisms acting along crack process zones. The reformulation has also
achieved very high speeds relative to prior standards in multicrack simulations. Speed is vital
because large ensembles of stochastic virtual specimens must be analyzed to relate failure
distributions to variance in microstructure with acceptable accuracy.
5. In a display of the potential of 3D μCT imaging as a probe of local material behavior, the
friction stress acting at the ﬁber/matrix interface, which controls the question of whether
matrix cracking across a ﬁber tow occurs in a brittle manner or in a ductile manner, has been
calibrated at both room temperature and at 1,650◦C for a representative material by using
analysis of μCT fracture tests.
6. High-ﬁdelity simulations have been used to deduce cohesive fracture law parameters from
complex test data, illustrating how traditional standard test methods can complemented
by tests that deal with events occurring at small scales inside a heterogeneous material.
Thus calibrated, the simulations correctly predict complex cracking systems in an angle
interlock weave and in laminated T-stiffener specimens. The ﬁdelity with which the details
of crack evolution can be reproduced matches that previously demonstrated for polymer
tape laminate composites.
17.42 Cox et al.
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Although such successes encourage the ambition to develop virtual tests, a number of fun-
damental challenges remain ahead. As simulations seek to probe the inﬂuence of stochastic mi-
crostructure at the scale of the individual ﬁber (∼1 μm) or at the even ﬁner scale of random
hybrid nanostructures (∼1–100 nm), the complexity of a complete material description becomes
formidable. Furthermore, because the order in which failure events occur at different locations is
increasingly ﬁnely balanced as the complexity of the material increases, the likelihood arises that
aspects of simulations (in correspondence with nature) exhibit chaotic character. Whether the
inﬂuence of increasing complexity on properties can be analyzed by simply pushing simulations
of multiple discrete damage events to larger and larger problems (smaller and smaller scales) is
doubtful; new methods may be required to cover multiple scales without compromising ﬁdelity.
To complete the associationof performancewithmicrostructural variance,whether formaterial
design or for material certiﬁcation, a virtual test must be executed for a statistically signiﬁcant
number of instantiations of themicrostructure. Solving typical predictive cases in a reasonable time
poses the challenging target of 1 s as the time, within an order of magnitude, for a single simulation
when 104–106 simulations are needed in Monte Carlo strategies. Alternative probabilistic models,
in which one tracks the evolution in time of probability density functions for damage rather
than tracking the damage itself, offer speed but require new formulations to maintain ﬁdelity.
The probabilistic models must include the essential microstructural factors in laws governing the
density evolution or else lose ﬁdelity. Ongoing extensions of the virtual-test system for ceramic
composites include the incorporation of environmental and other rate effects, especially oxidation
and creep at high temperature.
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